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Introduction
Welcome to How to Use International Trade Terms for Competitive Advantage & Financial Gain, Trade
Facilitators’ premier learning tool for the proper application of the Incoterms® 2010 rules. Without question,
Incoterms® are a cornerstone of any supply chain strategy and impact performance in areas as diverse as
risk management, vendor relations, purchasing, manufacturing, logistics, finance and sales. Sometimes
forgotten and often overlooked, it is simply impossible for an organization to effectively manage global
activities without a full understanding of the implications inherent to Incoterms®.
Since 1980 the publishers of Incoterms® (The International Chamber of Commerce, or, ICC) have updated
their official publication at ten year intervals. Now known as, Incoterms® 2010: ICC rules for the use of
domestic and international trade terms, this most recent version went into effect on January 1, 2011. Much
has happened in the world since the last book came out in 2000 and the new edition reflects changes in
commerce that include the rapid expansion of international trade, the proliferation of electronic commerce
and concerns about cargo security.
With the above said, the old adage, “The more things change, the more they stay the same,” certainly applies
to Incoterms® 2010. Even though four shipping terms were eliminated and two new ones have been added,
components like delivery responsibility, risk transfer and the division of shipping costs remain true to the
ICC’s principles. In this context, the objective of anyone engaged in global trade must be to fuse the original
value of Incoterms® with the willingness of the ICC to evolve with legitimate business requirements.
In spite of the complexities associated with international trade the mission of this book is really quite
simple: To make the reader more competitive in the global marketplace for goods, services and human
talent. Trade Facilitators, Inc. has endeavored to achieve this goal by not only explaining what Incoterms®
mean, but by illustrating their significance with documentary examples and scenarios that supply chain
practitioners encounter every day. As such, this work should not be considered merely a book on shipping
terms, but rather a blue print for how companies can use Incoterms® as a source of cost savings and
enduring competitive advantage.
Needless to say, this book would not have been possible without the two original sources on the subject,
Incoterms® 2010: ICC rules for the use of domestic and international trade terms and ICC Guide to
Incoterms® 2010. While Trade Facilitators has no affiliation with the ICC, it must be pointed out that
any organization’s business library should include copies of these publications. It is within this spirit of
recognition and admiration that TFI presents its own contribution to the advancement of global commerce,
How to Use International Trade Terms for Competitive Advantage & Financial Gain.

Goals, Content & Best Use of This Book
If you didn’t know it already, now would be a good time to point out that the study of Incoterms® rules
is not the most exciting aspect of supply chain management. The effective use of trade terms is about
understanding the details associated with specific seller/buyer responsibilities and unfortunately, that means
taking the time to read and understand them. Not unlike other important subjects in global business, it
seems that the dry nature of Incoterms® is what makes these rules so important to an organization’s Value
Proposition.
In recognition of the above, the author of this book has made every effort to adhere to the official interpretation
of Incoterms® while taking a real-world approach to presenting the subject matter. This methodology not
only lightens up the text, it provides the reader with a multi-faceted perspective that transcends industries,
operating models, geographies and culture. Whether you are an importer, exporter or both, the study of How
to Use International Trade Terms for Competitive Advantage & Financial Gain will allow you to:
-Clearly identify the risks and responsibilities associated with the movement of goods
-Accurately calculate landed costs for import transactions
-Improve margins on export sales
-Enhance the quality of relationships with both customers and suppliers
Content & Layout
Another objective of this book is to create a balance between covering all facets of the Incoterms® rules
while keeping it as brief as possible. Trade terms are boring enough without having to write a drawn-out
epic, so the body of this effort consists of two sections, three brief appendices and a quiz.
Section I is entitled “Fundamentals of Incoterms® Rules” and provides a context-building background that
will assist you throughout the balance of the work. Additionally, this section focuses on the definition of
trade terms, their scope and the inclusion of Incoterms® in a contract for the sale of goods. Finally, Section
I describes the structure of the 2010 publication and differences between the 2000 and 2010 versions.
In Section II, “Analysis of Incoterms® 2010 Rules,” each of the eleven trade terms is studied in detail. The
progressive nature of seller/buyer requirements are well illustrated throughout this section, with special
emphasis placed upon the division of transportation costs and the true meaning of the word “delivery.”
Nuances between the terms are also pointed out, along with suggestions on how best to use Incoterms® to
accommodate the needs and wishes of the contracting parties.
In both sections the Incoterms® story is brought to life through a variety of “Documentary Examples.”
Strategically placed at various intervals, the reader is provided with visual, as well as prose-based explanations
of sales quotations, pro-forma invoices, commercial invoices, purchase orders and bills of lading. Because
Incoterms® are intended for use around the world, the examples are drawn from transactions in several
different countries and are not limited to just the United States.
Through dozens of “Real-World Scenarios” you will also encounter mini-case studies from diverse
verticals, countries and commercial circumstances. Each situation poses a question associated with trade
terms and not only provides a response to each challenge, but reference to the section of Incoterms® 2010
that validates the answer.
With an eye towards consolidation, many of the more vital components of Incoterms® are elaborated upon
in a series of “Sidebar” vignettes. Relevant to the section where they are located, each storyline provides
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a deeper explanation of the topic at hand and in many cases, ties the subject back to other elements of the
seller/buyer relationship.
Apart from the documentary examples, real-world scenarios and side bars, equally valuable information
is provided via the book’s “Trade Tip” call-outs. Brief but important, these tidbits of advice are meant to
help you avoid costly mistakes well in advance of documents being generated or goods getting shipped.
Operationally proven and designed for immediate use, you’ll find more than a dozen of these “tricks of the
trade” scattered throughout the text.
After reviewing the eleven Incoterms® rules in Section II, Appendix I goes on to provide an array of
additional real-world scenarios. This selection of mini-cases broadens the application of trade terms even
further, exposing the reader to situations that are likely to be experienced on the front lines of global business.
Mildly amusing and easy to read, these vignettes portray actual situations that people have encountered
over the years.
Appendix II nearly completes our journey with a synopsis on the value that Incoterms® rules create when
preparing an international sales contract. It is here that all of the facets of trade terms come together to form
the foundation of a healthy business relationship.
Finally, Appendix III serves up a forty question quiz on Incoterms®. While it’s always good to gauge your
level of knowledge, the real purpose of this exercise is to pose questions in a way that reinforces everything
that you will have studied. Both conceptual and tactical by design, each question addresses a specific point
on shipping terms that will solidify your knowledge of the topic.
Before moving on, it must be stressed that Incoterms® rules are now intended for both international and
domestic environments. A considerable change in scope from the 2000 edition, this shift is mostly explicitly
illustrated in the title of the new publication, Incoterms® 2010: ICC rules for the use of domestic and
international trade terms.
Although this is an important addition to the application of Incoterms® rules, it must also be stated that
How to Use International Trade Terms for Competitive Advantage & Financial Gain does not address
their domestic use. With a very clear focus on the dynamics of multi-national supply chains, this work is
dedicated exclusively to the role of Incoterms® within the context of an international sales contract.
How to get the most out of this book
One of the best ways to maximize the value of this book is to read it in conjunction with the two previously
mentioned International Chamber of Commerce publications. By having the ICC resources at hand, the
reader will be able to make important connections between the official wording in those works, and the
explanations and examples brought forth in How to Use International Trade Terms for Competitive
Advantage & Financial Gain. Undoubtedly, the perspective drawn from such a “triumvirate” will arm you
with a practical and facts-based approach that cannot be garnered from any one single source.
Regarding the flow of “How to Use International Trade Terms…,” Section I provides an historical
justification for Incoterms® that sets the proper frame of reference for working with international contracts.
Because this section addresses trade fundamentals in easily digestible pieces, it is recommended that you
analyze each topic in detail at least twice.
Section I also includes the first two documentary examples presented in the book. Not as intense as the
examples found in Section II, this is a good introduction to the format that will be used moving forward
and encourages the reader to envision the points being discussed. Each document has a full explanation
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attached, so be sure to line up the prose with the area(s) being reviewed in the example.
Upon studying the text and documentary examples you can then strengthen foundational knowledge by
spending extra time on each Sidebar. This element of the book provides in-depth treatment of matters like
transfer of title and contracts for carriage that are vital to a true understanding of the Incoterms® rules. From
there, you can pick up relevant and easy-to-apply advice in each of the Trade Tips.
Section II gets into the details of each term by supporting written descriptions with a matching visual aid.
These graphics depict an international sale in a way that isolates the physical point in the supply chain
where the seller’s responsibilities end and those of the buyer begin. Additional clarity is offered by featuring
bullet points that reiterate the most important elements of a given term.
Given this layout, you should commit the definition of each term to memory, employing the graphics to
help visualize physical locations in a supply chain. Further review of the commentary and bullet points
will internalize your knowledge and make it easier to translate an intellectual understanding of Incoterms®
to reality-based situations. Subsequent documentary examples support this approach and round out our
comprehensive treatment of trade terms.
After digesting so much information in the first two sections, use the appendices as a “quick and dirty”
way to drive home the tenets of Incoterms®. Read the extra real-life scenarios a couple of times as you will
surely confront similar situations in the future. In Appendix III, don’t just use the quiz as a one-time event;
keep yourself sharp by running through the questions on a periodic basis.
The last recommendation for the best use of this book is that it be read more than once. By no means an
exercise in masochism, there are just too many details associated with Incoterms® to capture everything the
first time around. Also, don’t be shy about highlighting key points or making notes in the margin; this will
personalize the content and make it easier to reference key ideas in the future. How to Use International
Trade Terms for Competitive Advantage & Financial Gain is meant to be used as a work book, so be sure
to put it to work for you!!!
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Section I:
Fundamentals of Incoterms® Rules
Purpose & Scope of Incoterms®
Incoterms® were first established in 1936 by the International Chamber of Commerce (ICC) in Paris, France.
Due to the proliferation of global trade prior to WWII, the ICC recognized the need for a standard set of
shipping (trade) terms that could be used by sellers and buyers in different countries. The predominantly
European members of the Chamber came together to create the International Commercial Terms, which
eventually led to the ICC’s most recent reference guides, Incoterms® 2010 and ICC Guide to Incoterms®
2010.
It is essential to point out that, “the scope of Incoterms® is limited to matters relating to the rights and
obligations of the parties to the contract of sale with respect to delivery of the goods sold.”1 Expressed
tactically, Incoterms® deal with the identification of the physical location in the supply chain where risk
of loss or damage to the goods and obligations for transportation, customs and related costs shift from the
seller to the buyer.
If you learn one thing from this entire training program it should be that Incoterms® deal with the seller’s
delivery obligation under an international sales contract. In the world of Incoterms®, the words “seller’s
delivery obligation” revolve around three areas: risk of loss or damage to the goods, transportation and
customs related costs, and functional responsibilities between the seller and buyer.
By reading the above definition you can see that trade terms only cover the delivery-oriented aspects of
an international sales contract. Based on this most fundamental of points, the value of Incoterms® comes
down to understanding the real meaning of “delivery” under each term, and then knowing exactly what
actions need to be carried out between the seller and buyer. In other words, if a trade term is spelled out in
a contract, any questions that arise related to the timely delivery of goods, the division of shipping costs or
execution of operational functions will be interpreted via Incoterms® 2010.
Differences between the 2000 and 2010 publications
Even though Incoterms® have been updated six times since being adopted in 1936, their definition and
scope haven’t waivered over the years. In fact, the goal of any enhancement to shipping terms has been to
preserve the ICC’s original objectives while reflecting the ever-evolving nature of international commerce.
In spite of the changes made to the 2010 publication, this “true to your roots” philosophy remains steadfast
and the new rules become fairly straightforward once trade professionals become aware of them.
The most important difference between the 2000 and 2010 publications is that the number of terms has been
reduced from thirteen to eleven. As of January 1, 2011 the following terms have been eliminated from the
Incoterms® lexicon:
•
•
•
•
1

Delivered At Frontier (DAF)
Delivered Ex Ship (DES)
Delivered Ex Quay (DEQ)
Delivered Duty Unpaid (DDU)

Incoterms 2000, ICC Official Rules for the Interpretation of Trade Terms, published by the International Chamber of Commerce, Paris, France
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Conversely, January 1, 2011 saw the addition of the following two terms:
•
•

Delivered At Terminal (DAT)
Delivered At Place (DAP)2

The second most important aspect of the update involves the manner in which shipping terms are listed. Until
2010, Incoterms® were presented in a progression that emphasized an increase in risk and responsibility
from the viewpoint of the seller. When viewed along the continuum of an international supply chain, it was
easy to see that the Ex Works term implied the least amount of risk for the seller and that Delivered Duty
Paid conveyed the greatest. The new publication no longer lists shipping terms in such an explicit, riskbased fashion.
It is very important to state that while the concept of progressive risks and responsibilities for the seller
remains in force, Incoterms® 2010 no longer presents the terms in that order. Beginning with the 2010
edition and moving forward, Incoterms® are now listed by mode of transport. Specifically, the updated
terms are divided into two groups: those that can be used with any mode of transport (seven) and the ones
that are intended for maritime or inland water transport only (four).
After netting out both the eliminations and additions, as well as segregating the terms by mode of transport,
the 2010 official list of Incoterms® is:
Rules for any mode(s) of transport:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

EXW Ex Works (named place of delivery)
FCA Free Carrier (named place of delivery)
CPT Carriage Paid To (named place of destination)
CIP Carriage & Insurance Paid To (named place of destination)
DAT Delivered At Terminal (named terminal at port or place of destination)
DAP Delivered At Place (named place of destination)
DDP Delivered Duty Paid (named place of destination)

Rules for sea & inland waterway transport
•
•
•
•

FAS Free Alongside Ship (named port of shipment)
FOB Free On Board (named port of shipment)
CFR Cost & Freight (named port of destination)
CIF Cost Insurance & Freight (named port of destination)3

There are other changes to trade terms that are briefly mentioned in the following paragraphs. As the book
moves on to the Incoterms® Analysis these differences will be covered again, along with a number of
corresponding documentary examples, real-world scenarios and trade tips. For now, we’ll work the changes
into the narrative and then proceed to the other parts of Incoterms® rules that will not be altered.
Incoterms® 2010, ICC rules for the use of domestic and international trade terms, published by the International Chamber of Commerce, Paris,
France.

2

Incoterms® 2010, ICC rules for the use of domestic and international trade terms, published by the International Chamber of Commerce, Paris,
France.

3
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One of the biggest shifts in global trade since the 2000 publication has to do with cargo security. 9/11
occurred in 2001 and since that time several countries around the world have implemented strict procedures
for maintaining secure supply chains. While it is impossible for Incoterms® rules to provide concrete, country
by country guidance on cargo security, the 2010 edition does mention the importance of collaboration in the
seller/buyer relationship and the need for both parties to provide each other with the information required
for compliance.
Another change has to do with the FOB, CFR and CIF terms. Over the course of your career you may
have heard the terminology “passing the ship’s rail” used to signify the point where the seller’s delivery
obligation ends under each of these three rules. In a fairly significant move, Incoterms® 2010 has stricken
“passing the ship’s rail” from the record and replaced it with “loaded on-board the vessel.” This means that
the seller’s delivery obligation only ends when the goods are actually on the ship and not in the process of
being loaded.
Over the years, the ICC has been very consistent in emphasizing the need to not only have a trade term in
a sales contract, but to also declare that interpretation of the rule is subject to the most recent edition of the
Incoterms® publication. In the 2010 update, the ICC now recommends that reference to Incoterms® 2010
be shown on commercial and shipping documentation, as well. As we move forward, this new practice will
be illustrated in all examples and illustrations.
An increase in flexibility between 2000 and 2010 can be found in a broader interpretation of the phrase
“Variants on Incoterms®.” In both books, variants on Incoterms® deal with the seller and/or buyer’s desire
to change or add wording to a chosen term. However, whereas the 2000 book provided no guidance on
variations to an Incoterms® rule, the 2010 version is much more liberal. Basically, the 2010 work recognizes
the need for sellers and buyers to bring more clarity to their agreements; the only suggestion from the ICC
is that those changes be stated as explicitly as possible in the sales contract.
The final nuance between the two editions addresses questions around loading of merchandise into a
container. The 2000 edition was ambiguous on this subject, providing scant details on how (or if) Incoterms®
2000 dealt with the seller’s responsibility for proper loading.
In the 2010 book there is no doubt that the seller is responsible for the proper packaging of the goods
themselves. However, there is a difference between packaging and the loading of goods into a container.
The book goes on to say that Incoterms® do not encompass proper loading, blocking or bracing, and that
this subject must be treated as a separate clause in the contract of sale.
What you will always need to know about Incoterms®
Incoterms® are rules, not laws
The first thing that you’ll always need to know about Incoterms® is that they are rules, not laws. Now,
everyone has heard the line, “rules were meant to be broken,” so if Incoterms® aren’t laws, how can they be
enforced between an exporter in one country and an importer in another? Certainly a reasonable question,
the answer was given a moment ago: When a trade term is referenced in a contract, that term takes on
the force of law and any questions regarding delivery of the goods will be interpreted pursuant to the
Incoterms® rules.
Given all of the snafus that can arise when a seller attempts to deliver merchandise to a buyer, one can
see why it is so important to include explicit reference to a shipping term in the contract. Without that
Incoterms® reference, both parties are setting themselves up for potential headaches that may include
who is responsible for export licenses or pre-shipment inspections, who’s on the hook for damage to the
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merchandise, or who pays for shipping costs. Both parties can avoid a lot of hassles by simply negotiating
a rule and including it in their sales agreement.
Trade Tip: Familiarize yourself with widely accepted contractual templates. You are always free to craft
a customized contract with a vendor or customer, but there are existing bodies of work that provide a lot
of guidance in this area. Two good resources are The United Nations Convention on Contracts for the
International Sale of Goods (CISG) and The ICC Model International Sales Contract. Both templates are
comprehensive by design and easily accommodate the inclusion of Incoterms® rules.
What Incoterms® mean by “delivery”
The next matter to be discussed deals with the true essence of the Incoterms® rules: the seller’s delivery
obligation. At the end of the day, Incoterms® come down to what the seller must do leading up to the
delivery point and from there, what activities the buyer has to carry out in order to receive the goods.
Whereas both parties have important operational commitments, it must be stressed that the ICC always
views a transaction from the viewpoint of the seller.
In general terms, when one thinks of the word “delivery” it is normal to envision goods being shipped all the
way to an end user. Domestically, when a person makes an on-line purchase or one company purchases goods
from another, the expectation is that the seller has to send the merchandise to the buyer’s stated location.
This is certainly the way things are done on Amazon.com or in a B2B environment, and invoices often
times reflect this practice with a charge for shipping & handling or inland freight to the final destination.
By no means an outlandish concept in a domestic setting, it’s imperative to realize that under Incoterms®,
“delivery” does not necessarily mean all the way to the buyer’s location. Quite the contrary, there are only
limited circumstances where the seller’s delivery obligation ends at the buyer’s site. In fact, there are as
many instances where delivery is completed well before arrival at final destination. The goods still have
to get to the buyer and someone has to pay for shipping; it’s just that the seller’s delivery obligation ends
before that happens.
Sidebar: Delivery, the transfer of risk & payment of shipping charges
Given the Incoterms® definition of “delivery,” it’s understandable that people are sometimes confused by
what it really means. This is especially true since the ICC delineates between a seller’s act of delivering the
goods and that seller’s responsibility for the payment of transportation charges. At its core, the important
thing to remember about delivery and shipping costs is that they are not to be treated as one in the same
subject.
The best way to bring clarity to the meaning of delivery is to link it directly to the transfer of risk of loss
or damage to the goods. On the most basic of levels, the seller’s delivery obligation is completed and risk
of loss or damage to the goods shifts to the buyer at the physical point in the supply chain that matches
the chosen Incoterms® rule. In that sense, delivery and risk transfer occur in the same place and should be
considered synonymous.
The above explanation is relatively easy to follow until the question of transportation and customs-related
costs is introduced to the discussion. Altering the above line of thought just a bit, the seller’s responsibility
for shipping and related charges is not synonymous with delivery and risk transfer. Depending on the term
chosen, delivery can occur at either origin or destination and the seller may or may not be accountable for
a part, or all of the shipping expenses. This all-important distinction is precisely why it is so important to
know what you’re signing up for when negotiating trade terms with overseas vendors and customers.
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Trade Tip: Be you the seller or the buyer, make sure that all parties understand exactly what “delivery”
represents under each trade term. Always discuss the delivery point ahead of time and be in agreement as
to who will bear the logistics charges leading up to, as well as after delivery has occurred. Also, be aware
that there is a time component associated with delivery whereby the seller has to make the goods available
within the period agreed upon in the contract.
Naming a port or place in the supply chain
Any confusion around the Incoterms® meaning of delivery or shipping costs is eliminated when one looks
closely at the list of the eleven terms. In all cases, you will note that next to each one there is a parenthetic
requirement to name a port, place or terminal at either origin or destination. These are the potential places
where a seller’s delivery obligation and/or responsibility for transportation can be completed and it is
paramount that both buyer and seller know exactly where that point is. Naming an Incoterms® rule along
with a physical location in the supply chain makes that job considerably easier.
To illustrate, reference is made to “EXW, Ex Works (named place of delivery).” When EXW is correctly
employed, not only does the seller have to state the term, the named placed at origin must also be included.
In the case of EXW, that place is in the country of export and is normally at the seller’s factory, warehouse
or “works.”
By choosing EXW and naming the place of delivery at origin the seller and buyer agree that once the goods
are made available at the shipping dock, the seller’s job is completed. From that moment forward, the buyer
is responsible for risk of loss or damage to the goods, as well as all transportation, customs and related
expenses up to the final destination.
As an example, consider a contract in which an importer of electronic components in Cupertino, California,
USA makes purchases from a vendor in Penang, Malaysia. If the parties agree that the Ex Works Incoterms®
rule will be used, the delivery clause of the contract should read:
Ex Works, Seller’s facility, 1500 Peninsula Way, Penang, Malaysia, Incoterms® 2010
Selection of the EXW term signifies that the delivery point is at the vendor’s facility in Penang. Once
the goods are made available to the buyer at the seller’s dock, delivery is complete and all risk of loss or
damage and transportation costs to Cupertino are for the account of the buyer. Visual support for Ex Works
is found in Figure I.1.
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Figure I.1: EXW, Seller’s facility, 1500 Peninsula Way, Penang, Malaysia, Incoterms® 2010
Moving across the range of increased seller delivery responsibility, the “DAP, Delivered At Place (named
place of destination)” term paints an entirely different picture. Use of this term means that the seller’s
delivery responsibility ends only when goods are made available to the buyer at a named place of destination.
Considerably different from EXW, when a seller agrees to DAP terms the commitment is to be liable for
risk of loss or damage to the goods and pay all transport costs up to the named place at destination.
A good use of this term is seen in the case of an agricultural exporter in London, England who wishes to use
the DAP term for a maritime shipment of corn to a customer in Johannesburg, South Africa. In this example,
it is agreed that the named place at destination is the customer’s processing plant just outside the South
African port of Durban. As such, the proper term and named place at destination would read:
Delivered At Place, Buyer’s plant, 500 Rhodes Logistics Park, Durban, South Africa, Incoterms® 2010
Figure I.2 demonstrates the seller’s delivery point under the DAP term.
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Figure I.2: DAP, Buyer’s plant, 500 Rhodes Logistics Park, Durban, South Africa
At this stage of the game it’s not as important to understand the details of each term as it is to know that
each one must be used in conjunction with a named location in the supply chain. Remember, the whole
Incoterms® story revolves around identifying the physical place where risk of loss or damage and shipping
costs go from the seller to the buyer. Whether you are using EXW, DAP or any of the other nine terms, it is
impossible to identify that place without the proper term and the corresponding named point.
Trade Tip: When naming a port, terminal or place at either origin or destination, be as detailed as possible.
Although less explicit references are acceptable, the Incoterms® 2010 book recommends that sellers and
buyers be as specific as possible when providing details on the place of delivery. Whenever feasible, provide
the name and address of the location that will serve as the delivery point, as well as mention of “Incoterms®
2010.”
The “Documentation Trail”
Success in the import/export trade depends a great deal on the documents that are sent with an overseas
order. The fluid and timely flow of merchandise is heavily influenced by the quality of the accompanying
forms (or their electronic equivalent), and the inclusion of an Incoterms® rule on all paperwork is one of the
lynchpins of a well executed logistics program.
The concept of the “Documentation Trail” was developed by the author some years back and symbolizes all
of the commercial and transportation “docs” that must be generated in order to get product into the hands
of an offshore buyer. As the alert reader may have discerned, the Documentation Trail indeed begins with
the terms negotiated in a sales contract. Of equal import, however, is the ability to transfer the clauses of a
sales contract to the operations-level paperwork that accompanies a shipment.
As unimaginable as it may seem, many firms find themselves in the odd position of agreeing on a rule in
a sales agreement only to omit the term when documents are prepared for an export. In an even greater
mystery, other companies show Incoterms® on shipping and/or commercial documents that are different
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from what was negotiated in the original contract. In either case, the seller and buyer are exposing each
other to a slew of problems, most of which neither party will know about until there is an insurance claim
or an unexpected shipping bill appears in the mail.
The number and type of documents that are required for a given transaction will differ from country to
country. Regardless of whether a shipment stipulates a bill of lading, packing list and invoice, or there is
a need for a letter of credit, phyto-sanitary certificate, proof of insurance or an import license, the process
starts by making sure that the term contractually agreed upon appears in all shipment-specific paperwork.
A good way to visualize how a “Documentation Trail” develops is by introducing one of the first forms in
the life of an order, an Export Quotation. This marks the moment in the book where documentary examples
first appear and their use here demonstrates several of the points that have been discussed thus far.
In this sequence you will be reviewing two quotations that are presented in the form of a pro forma invoice.
“Pro formas” can be used for a variety of purposes in international trade and it is not unusual for companies
to present quotations using this format. Each quote is the same except for one important difference: the first
is covered by the “Ex Works” term, while the second is on a “Delivered At Place” basis. Again, the goal
is to illustrate the importance of making sure that the negotiated Incoterms® rule appears correctly on all
paperwork and that the Documentation Trail is flawless from start to finish.
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Documentary example I.1: Quotation with the term, “Ex Works, seller’s facility”

The first quote is for a potential export going from a company in Los Angeles, California to a buyer in
Sweden. You will note in the upper right hand corner that the Incoterms® rule is spelled out within the
circled area. In this case, it is: “EXW seller’s facility, 981 Trade Parkway, Los Angeles, CA, Incoterms®
2010”
It is essential that this Incoterms®-related information is included in the initial quotation, as well as on all
subsequent shipping documents (commercial invoices, air way bills, et al). If the information is absent, or
somehow changes, there will be confusion and finger pointing about who pays for transportation charges
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and who is liable in the event of a claim.
To be elaborated upon in Section II, it should initially be stated here that under an EXW quotation the total
price for the goods should not include any transportation charges. Noted in the black circle in the middle
of the example, that is indeed the case on the Los Angeles to Malmo quote. This is an important matter
insomuch as any discrepancies between a shipping term and transport charges not only create friction
between the parties, they can also cause problems with customs entities at origin and/or destination.
Documentary example I.2: Export quotation, “DAP, buyer’s warehouse, Malmo, Sweden”
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Our second offer to sell is identical to the first with one big exception: the applicable Incoterms® rule
has been changed from Ex Works to Delivered At Place. Although it’s only a matter of substituting a few
different upper case letters, the implications of this switch are significant for the seller and buyer.
Even though the delivery point and responsibility for shipping costs will change considerably from the Ex
Works quotation, the first step in this shipment’s Documentation Trail is to properly reference the complete
Incoterms® rule. Located in the same place as the previous EXW term, you can now see that the pro-forma
reads “DAP Buyer’s warehouse, Trafikgaten 723, Malmo, Sweden, Incoterms® 2010.” Not unlike the EXW
quotation, if this offer is accepted by the buyer in Malmo all subsequent paperwork will have to reference
the exact same trade term across the board.
Because the seller’s responsibilities have been extended under the DAP term to the buyer’s site in Malmo,
it is acceptable for the seller to include transportation charges up to that point. In fact, if the seller does not
include shipping costs in the initial quotation and the deal is closed, the seller will still be responsible for
the transport expense up to Malmo. Circled again in the mid-right portion of the quotation, you can see that
the seller was sharp enough to cover all of his costs right from the get-go.
Author’s Note: Throughout this study guide the reader will encounter a variety of Documentary
Examples that display itemized charges for services like inland freight, export documentation, air freight
and ocean transportation. While it is often desirable to list all charges on a given document, the real world
presents certain practical challenges when attempting to do so.
For example, it is difficult to achieve 100% accuracy on an export quotation when itemizing transportrelated costs. Due to the time lag between a quote being presented and a sale being closed, shipping
rates may have changed, quantities of merchandise may be altered and the total weight of a shipment can
increase or decrease.
Given the above reality, a common practice amongst international sellers is to account for transportation
charges specific to a negotiated Incoterms® rule, but to bake those charges into the overall sales price. In
an effort to cover any fluctuation in costs between the time a quote is presented and an order placed, it is
not unusual for companies to add a few percentage points onto the estimated shipping charges.
With the above in mind, the Documentary Examples in this book itemize costs in an effort to illustrate and
emphasize the need for a seller to capture all expenses that he is responsible for. Although a breakdown
of charges is always helpful, certain scenarios may require that transportation and/or customs-related
expenses are included in the overall sales price.
Sidebar: The 3C’s of Documentation
It is an axiom of global trade that the quality of documentation will make or break a shipment. Whether
you’re attempting to comply with cargo security laws at origin, letter of credit requirements from a bank or
customs at destination, all forms associated with an order have to be “spot on.” Otherwise, the trouble starts
quickly and never ends pretty.
The best way to approach the preparation of paperwork is to follow the rules of “The 3C’s of Documentation.”
Individual transactions will differ from country to country, but if your paperwork set is Complete, Correct
& Consistent, you will be taking a big step towards minimizing the probability of problems at both origin
and destination. Each of the “C’s” is explained below:
•

Complete. Every shipment is going to require certain types of documents. The most basic of
moves calls for a commercial invoice, packing list and transport document, but more complicated
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transactions can stipulate original letters or credit or proof of pre-shipment inspection. Whatever
the country-specific mandate is, make sure that all forms are “present and accounted for.”
•

Correct. It is very important that what is shown across the Documentation Trail matches the
characteristics of the cargo. If a shipment weighs five hundred kilos, confirm that the packing
list reflects that weight. If the country of origin of the goods is Vietnam, double check that the
commercial invoice states it as such.

•

Consistent. This means taking care that the information in the various documents is all the same.
For example, if a packing list states “4 pallets” and the ocean bill of lading shows “100 pieces,” that
is an inconsistency between forms. Conversely, if a certificate of origin states that goods are of U.S.
origin, make sure that the commercial invoice proclaims the same thing.

When all is said and done, adherence to the Three C’s of Documentation will save you headaches, time
and money. Strict compliance with paperwork requirements will make you more valuable to your overseas
partners, so utilize the “Three C’s” as a source of goodwill and competitive advantage!!!
Trade Tip: Incoterms® rules recognize the use of electronic documents when buying or selling goods
overseas. The hardcopy version of The Documentation Trail remains very important, but e-commerce is
also allowed by the ICC.
The meaning of “Certain Functional Obligations”
Throughout the evolution of the six Incoterms® revisions the focus has always been on the seller’s delivery
obligations. Within that framework, the author of this book has begun to sound like a broken record by
repeatedly emphasizing that trade terms cover three areas:
•

Identification of the point in a supply chain where the risk of loss or damage to the goods shifts
from the seller to the buyer (i.e. delivery is completed)

•

Identification of the point in a supply chain where the responsibility for all transportation, customs
clearance, duties and related charges shift from the seller to the buyer

•

Responsibility between seller and buyer for execution of certain functional activities

Because Incoterms® deal with the risks and costs associated with the seller’s timely delivery responsibility,
they clearly define the division of functional obligations relevant to that activity. They are:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Provision of the commercial invoice
Packaging & marking of the goods
Securing of export licenses or permits
Securing of import licenses or permits
Assistance with security related information
Inspection of the goods at origin
Export clearance
Notice of delivery to the buyer
Provision of a delivery document
Notice of receipt to the seller
Contracts of carriage
Contracts for insurance
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–
–

Proof of delivery
Customs clearance at destination

At this juncture it must be mentioned that the ICC 2010 Incoterms® book does a great job of explaining
term-specific seller/buyer responsibilities. In it, you will find that each term lists the ten seller’s obligations
in parts A1-A10 and the buyer’s responsibilities in parts B1-B10. Questions or confusion around any facet
of seller/buyer requirements related to a given term can be clarified by reviewing this section of the ICC
2010 publication.
Trade Tip: Know how to navigate the Incoterms® 2010 book. The 2010 edition is broken down into three
areas: Introduction, Guidance Notes and Incoterms® Rules. While the first two parts of the publication are
very helpful, the Rules section is the only “official” area used for interpreting Incoterms®. Get the most out
of the book by knowing what is covered under each component of A1-A10 and B1-B104.
What the Incoterms® rules don’t cover
Throughout Section I we have emphasized the role of Incoterms® rules in international sales contracts. As
you can now see, reference to Incoterms® in a contract can save the seller and buyer a lot of troubles before,
during and after merchandise is shipped. However, it is equally important to declare what issues trade terms
do not cover. Listed below, you may be surprised by what you read:
•

In a contract for sale between a seller and buyer Incoterms® do not cover:
– Title transfer
– Payment terms
– Remedies for breach of contract
– Any other non-delivery related clause in a comprehensive sales contract

After so much emphasis on the division of risks and costs between a seller and buyer, it might sound
contradictory to hear that Incoterms® rules do not cover title transfer. In short, there is a big difference
between who is responsible for the well being of goods in transit and who actually owns them. The ICC
Incoterms® 2010 rules only deal with the former point and have absolutely nothing to do with the transfer
of ownership of merchandise.
Another contractual clause that Incoterms® rules don’t cover is payment terms. Whether a seller is looking
to get paid via barter, cash in advance, thirty day terms, cash against documents, a time draft or letter of
credit, anything to do with payment terms must be dealt with as a separate clause in the contract of sale.
Whereas Incoterms® are straightforward on what needs to be done regarding delivery of the goods, they
go into zero detail about any issues related to a remedy for breach of contract. Any well prepared contract
includes terminology on this subject, so it is good practice for the parties to agree in writing as to whether
remedies involve replacement merchandise, liquidated damages or some other type of relief.
Trade Tip: When seeking ways to clear up contractual disputes, consider the ICC Rules of Arbitration. In
an international setting arbitration is often a viable means of resolving breaches between a seller and buyer.
Updated on January 1, 2012, the ICC Rules provide a comprehensive mechanism for problem resolution
and can easily be included as a clause in both the UNCISG and ICC Model International Sales Contract
templates.
Incoterms® 2010, ICC rules for the use of domestic and international trade terms, published by the International Chamber of Commerce, Paris,
France.

4
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Sidebar: Incoterms® rules and transfer of title
Outlined in the Introduction of the Incoterms® 2010 book, trade terms do not deal with the transfer of title
to goods.5 It is a bit odd that after so much talk about custodial care of merchandise and transfer of risk that
Incoterms® wouldn’t cover transfer of ownership, but it is most definitely true.
Stated a moment ago, there is a big legal difference between being responsible for the well being of goods
and actually owning them. Although the author will offer no legal advice here, this aspect of the Incoterms®
rules is unequivocal and as such, the subject of title transfer must be dealt with as an individual clause in a
contract.
What’s even stranger is that if you look at some of the existing templates that are used to prepare international
contracts, you will see that those bodies of work are totally silent on the subject of transfer of ownership.
Specifically, neither the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods
(CISG), nor the International Chamber of Commerce’s ICC Model International Sales Contract provides
any terminology that governs title transfer. Again, the parties will have to agree upon transfer of ownership
separately and in most cases, be guided by the applicable law stipulated in the contract to determine when
transfer can actually take place.
Incoterms® 2010, ICC rules for the use of domestic and international trade terms, published by the International Chamber of Commerce, Paris,
France.

5
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Section II:
Analysis of Incoterms® 2010 Rules
The objective of Section I was to establish a solid understanding of the definition and scope of the Incoterms®
rules. As you’ll surely agree, it would have been impractical to dive right into an analysis of the terms
without first going over subjects like the relationship between Incoterms® and sales contracts, the definition
of “delivery,” or the importance of naming a point in the supply chain. Enabled by this newly expanded
frame of reference, Section II will transition to an explanation of each of the eleven shipping terms.
Similar to the approach taken in the opening paragraphs of Section I, the initial content of this section provides
insights that make it easier to apply Incoterms® to real-life scenarios. In the spirit of practicality, the analysis
will begin with some comments on how to employ Incoterms® rules to create competitive advantage for
your organization. When we advance to the individual terms you’ll see the theme of competitive advantage
manifest itself repeatedly in all of the documentary examples, sidebars and trade tips.
With a continuing eye towards enhancing financial performance in import/export markets, we will return
to the subject of progressive seller responsibility and how this all-encompassing topic is addressed by the
ICC 2010 book. In that portion of the text you’ll see some new terminology which will clarify any lingering
confusion on the three key points of the Incoterms® rules. This is where the story starts to come full circle,
so be sure to pay extra special attention!!!
Finally, we’ll go on at length about how the inclusion of Incoterms® in a sales contract has to coincide with
two other important contractual undertakings: contracts for carriage and contracts for insurance. When we’re
done with that perspective-broadening exercise our study of the Incoterms® rules will begin in earnest.
Using trade terms for competitive advantage
Whether you are an importer, an exporter or are engaged in both activities, there is absolutely no doubt that
the strategic use of Incoterms® rules can serve as a source of competitive advantage and monetary gain. If
you’re not convinced of this statement, the following observations should serve to alter your opinion.
Global trade is about making money and there is no better way to capture all expenses on an import shipment
or to maximize gross profit on an export than by paying attention to the Incoterms® rules. Be you a seller or
buyer, the ability to account for charges that include packaging, pick-up at origin, main-mode of transport
and customs duties will help you to avoid unknown costs on imports and augment margins on exports.
As you will see in the upcoming illustrations, every example deals with tying Incoterms® commitments
to the charges that appear on quotations, commercial invoices, airway bills or ocean bills of lading. Over
time, the application of this terms-driven discipline to your operations will undoubtedly translate into more
dollars for the bottom line.
In the Age of Globalization the field of risk management has taken on special significance. Now applicable
in areas such as civil strife, piracy, natural disasters, supply chain disruption, anti-terrorism, theft, damage
to the goods and exchange rate volatility, international risk management is a multi-faceted function that
cannot be ignored.
Although Incoterms® can’t address every part of a comprehensive Risk Management Program, the elements
of timely delivery, receipt of goods and risk transfer are certainly covered. When properly coordinated
with other elements of a sales agreement, as well as with the contracts of carriage and insurance, trade
terms become a very powerful tool in the quest to mitigate supply chain troubles. Given the integral role
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of shipping terms in global commerce, any legitimate Risk Management Program will incorporate the
Incoterms® 2010 rules.
Believe it or not, you can also improve the quality of relationships with overseas customers and vendors via
trade terms. When offshore suppliers are vigilant about matters like proper packaging, supply chain security
and accurate paperwork, lead times are stabilized and landed costs go down. As experienced importers
know, if product quality and price are on par between similar vendors, the next order will go to the supplier
that excels at facilitating the movement of goods. By now, it should be obvious that Incoterms® rules are
all about trade facilitation!
On the flipside of the same coin, the application of Incoterms® 2010 to export operations will make your
customers’ lives infinitely easier and endear them to you in ways that the competition might not consider.
Conversely, if you’re that seller who is undisciplined about trade terms or who ignores The 3 C’s of
Documentation, you will eventually drive clients into the arms of competitors who are knowledgeable of
shipping terms.
The Progressive Nature of Incoterms®
You will recall from Section I that Incoterms® rules view delivery and transport responsibilities from the
seller’s perspective, and that each succeeding term implies an increase in tasks for the seller. Beginning
with Ex Works and moving on to Free Carrier, Carriage & Insurance Paid To and ultimately, to Delivered
Duty Paid, advancing from term to term means that the seller has more to worry about with regards to
delivery and/or logistics charges.
You should also remember that the ICC 2010 book no longer displays trade terms in the order of increasing
obligations to the seller. Starting with the 2010 edition, the concept of progressive seller responsibility
is implicit, but the rules are no longer listed that way. To reiterate, the ICC 2010 publication presents
Incoterms® in two parts: those that can be used with any mode of transport and the ones that are intended
for maritime or inland waterway transport only.
The above change not only has important implications for how the 2010 Incoterms® edition is organized
and used, it also has an impact on the way the material in this book is presented. Specifically, How to Use
International Trade Terms for Competitive Advantage & Financial Gain definitely acknowledges the need
to match trade terms with the proper mode of transport. However, because it is much easier to understand
Incoterms® rules when studied in their progressive order, Section II will present its analysis in the traditional
format.
The difference between “shipment” and “arrival” contracts
An effective way to envisage the progression of a seller’s delivery responsibility is to break down the rules
into four categories: E, F, C & D. Needless to say, EXW falls into the “E” category, FCA, FAS and FOB in
“F,” CFR, CIF, CPT and CIP in the “C” group, and DAT, DAP and DDP in “D.” Based on this classification
by category, EXW signifies the least amount of obligations to the seller, the F group a bit more, the C
category even more (but with caveats) and the D group entails the maximum amount of responsibility to
the seller.
Another way that the ICC isolates a seller’s delivery obligation is to classify trade terms by either “shipment”
or “arrival” contracts. In spite of the fact that this two-pronged approach isn’t talked about in the 2010 book,
it remains a fundamental aspect of Incoterms® rules. Perhaps mistakenly, the ICC’s 2010 effort simply
assumes that readers already know about shipment and arrival contracts. In Section II we will make sure
that you are well aware of what this terminology means.
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If you worked with Incoterms® prior to 2010 you probably know that the F & C terms fall under shipment
contracts and that all of the D terms are considered arrival contracts. The only E term, Ex Works, technically
doesn’t fit in either category because the seller isn’t compelled to do anything to “deliver” the goods; she
simply makes them available at her dock for pickup by the buyer.
The grand difference between shipment and arrival contracts is that under the former, the seller’s obligation
is always completed in the country of export, but depending on the term, the seller may have to pay shipping
costs up to a named point at destination. With the D-terms being arrival contracts, the seller is responsible
for risk of loss or damage to the goods up to a named point at destination and must always pay transportation
costs up to that named point.
To repeat what was said a moment ago, the ICC defines both F and C terms as shipment contracts. This is
because under each of these categories the seller is responsible for handing the goods over to a carrier for
shipment in the country of export. In both cases, the seller’s delivery obligation is complete when the goods
are tendered to that designated carrier.
It is very important to emphasize, however, that there is a big difference between the F & C categories
with respects to the payment of transportation costs. In the F-category the seller’s transportation expenses
are limited to those costs incurred in the country of export (inland freight, loading on board a vessel, et
al). Under the C-terms, the seller is obliged to assume transportation costs up to a named port or place at
destination (which includes the main mode of transport, as well as potential charges for deconsolidation or
local delivery at destination).
This oft-overlooked aspect of the C-terms brings to light a critical distinction within Incoterms® rules: the
physical point in the supply chain where the shift of risk of loss or damage to the goods is completed and
responsibility for shipping costs ends is not in the same place. This is why Incoterms® talk so much about
the need to differentiate between delivery of the goods and payment of shipping charges. Figure II.1 will
help you visualize this point with respect to the C-terms.
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Figure II.1: Group C Shipment Contracts: Delivery vs. Transportation Obligations
Sidebar: C-terms, delivery and the payment of transportation expenses
Up to this moment in our studies, Incoterms® rules have been very consistent insofar as the point in the
supply chain where both risk of loss or damage and shipping costs shift from seller to buyer has been in the
same location.
The C terms (CFR, CIF, CPT and CIP) represent a major departure from this principle because the transfer
point for costs and risk of loss or damage is not the same. Each of the four C-terms has its own seller delivery
requirements, but they all have one very important thing in common: While the seller is responsible for
transportation costs up to a named port or place at destination, risk of loss or damage to the merchandise
transfers to the buyer at origin.
Without question, it is very important that the parties to a contract using a C-term comprehend that the seller
is responsible for transportation costs up to a named port or place at destination, but risk transfers in the
country of export. If the seller and buyer don’t know this, someone is going to be unpleasantly surprised if
there is ever a claim for theft or damage to the merchandise.
Incoterms® rules, contracts for carriage & insurance
As we now well know, the choice of a shipping term determines who has to arrange for transportation of
merchandise to its final destination. Also, in the case of CIF and CIP, the seller is required to arrange for
cargo insurance on behalf of the buyer. In both instances, the acts of arranging the main mode of transport
(or “carriage,” as it is sometimes called) and the procurement of insurance requires that separate contracts
be executed to that effect.
In the case of international transportation the “contract for carriage” is the truck bill of lading, airway bill or
ocean bill of lading that corresponds to a shipment. When dealing with insurance, the contract is the actual
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certificate that covers an individual transaction or a “blanket policy” that companies apply to their global
transport activities.
Although the mind-numbing details associated with contracts for carriage and insurance are beyond the
scope of “How to Use International Trade Terms…,” there are some significant call-outs to be made here.
Awareness of these insights will make it a lot easier for you to integrate the selection of Incoterms® rules
with the transportation and insurance elements of your operating model, so it’s important to touch on
them.
First off, Incoterms® specify who is responsible for engaging a carrier for transportation, so make sure you
know who that contracting party must be. It might sound a little ridiculous, but there have been numerous
tales in global commerce where neither the buyer nor seller was sure who was supposed to arrange for
international transport. Basically, be guided by the principle that under F-terms the buyer must contract for
carriage with the carrier and that the C & D terms call for the seller to contract for carriage.
When setting up transport it is also essential that the shipping mode corresponds with the chosen Incoterms®
rule. For example, the CFR term is limited to maritime or inland waterway transport and mandates that the
seller provide the buyer with a transport document (an ocean bill of lading). If for some reason CFR is used
for an air freight or truck shipment it will be impossible for the seller to provide an ocean bill of landing,
putting her in violation of the CFR Incoterms® rule.
Trade Tip: Take the time to understand the Terms & Conditions that apply to air and ocean freight
shipments. The basic T’s & C’s for airfreight and containerized ocean shipments can be found on the back
of an airway bill and ocean bill of lading, respectively. More details on marine carrier liability can be found
in the UN Convention “Rotterdam Rules” of 2009, and the International Air Transport Association offers
its “Resolution 600b” for carriage by air.
Insurance is a big deal when shipping internationally and the reality is that Incoterms® rules address this
subject in a somewhat cursory fashion. Of the eleven trade terms, only two of them require that the seller
procures insurance on behalf of the buyer: CIF and CIP. Even though it would be a very good idea to have
insurance for shipments that use the other nine terms, the ICC does not stipulate that the seller or buyer
do so. Insurance for non-CIF or CIP transactions is a business decision that must be made outside of the
Incoterms® rules.
When using the CIF or CIP term it is natural for the contracting parties to assume that they are covered for
all types of risks. Unfortunately, Incoterms® rules state that the seller only has to secure “minimum cover”
insurance for the buyer and as the name would indicate, the circumstances under which claims are paid are
indeed minimal. If the buyer and seller want to be covered for contingencies like war risk or civil strife they
will need a more expansive (and costlier) type of cargo insurance. Again, under CIF and CIP the seller is
not required to get anything other than minimum cover.
Trade Tip: Learn more about different levels of cargo insurance from the “Institute Cargo Clauses.”
Reviewed by an organization known as the “Joint Cargo Committee,” Cargo Clauses A, B & C, along with
Institute Cargo Clauses War and Institute Cargo Clauses Strike were updated on January 1, 2009.
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Incoterms® 2010 Rule: Ex Works (named place of delivery)

Figure II.2: Ex Works (named place of delivery)
Distinguishing Characteristics:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Minimum risk to the seller
Delivery occurs when goods are made available at the seller’s facility in origin
Seller is not responsible for export customs clearance or loading of collecting vehicle
All transportation & customs related costs are for account of the buyer
Maximum responsibility for risk of loss or damage to the buyer
Can be used with any mode or transport or combination thereof
Better suited for domestic transactions

Commentary:
It should now be second nature to know that the Ex Works rule places the minimum amount of risks and
responsibilities on the seller. By taking delivery of the goods at the seller’s “works” at origin (factory,
warehouse, etc), the buyer is responsible for the well being of the merchandise, as well as all transport and
related costs up to the final destination. This extreme situation may place some unrealistic burdens on the
buyer and creates a scenario where technically, the goods don’t even need to be exported.
Close reading of the Ex Works rule reveals that the seller is not required to load the collecting vehicle (truck
or container) at her works, nor is she called upon to effect export customs clearance. Strange but true, it is
the buyer that has to carry out these tasks. If the seller does load the collecting vehicle and/or carries out
export customs clearance, it is done at the buyer’s risk and expense.
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More often than not, the seller is in a much better position to load a truck and execute export customs
clearance than an overseas customer. Not only is it common business courtesy to load a collecting vehicle,
the sovereign law of many countries stipulates that the exporter has to be in charge of export clearance. For
these reasons, EXW is probably the first and best example of how a shipping term can be out of line with
common international business practices.
Another peculiarity of the Ex Works rule is that neither party needs to arrange for a contract of carriage.
With wording found in the body of EXW Incoterms® 2010 rule, it is very clear that the seller and buyer have
absolutely no requirement to organize the international movement of goods.
What the above means is that EXW is much better suited for domestic use than in an international setting.
Handing goods over to a so-called overseas customer at origin, only to have no way of knowing that the
order was shipped leaves the seller open to serious issues around compliance with export regulations,
restricted party screening, product diversion and grey market sales.
Trade Tip: If you are using EXW as an importer or exporter, you may want to consider a term that is more
suited for international trade. EXW is flexible in that it can be employed with any mode of transport, but
its use for global transactions may leave too many loose ends related to functional responsibilities and
contracts for carriage.
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Documentary Example II.1: What’s wrong with this picture?

Observations on Example II.1
The commercial invoice in Example II.1illustrates the importance of aligning transportation charges with
the negotiated Incoterms® rule.
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For this shipment of homogenization equipment going from Sydney, Australia to Des Moines, Iowa in the
USA, you’ll see circled in the upper right of the invoice that the agreed upon trade term was “EXW Seller’s
facility, 45A-432, Industrial Park 5, Sydney, Australia, Incoterms® 2010.”
With the above in mind, why would the invoice include reference to charges in the middle of the document
for “Inland freight to Sydney Airport” or “Airfreight Sydney to Chicago?” The short answer is that it
shouldn’t, because under EXW the buyer is responsible for all transportation charges once the goods are
made available at the supplier’s dock.
If the buyer is responsible for all of these charges why would the seller include them as an itemized charge
on the commercial invoice? Maybe it was an “administrative oversight,” but if it gets past the buyer in
Des Moines, he may end up paying for those transportation charges twice: once as a part of the commercial
invoice and again when the collect freight charges are presented by the freight forwarder in the US. The
worst part of this oversight is that he probably won’t even realize the double expense occurred.
This is a great example of why it is so critical to understand what each of the eleven Incoterms® means
relative to the division of transportation costs. In this instance, the buyer runs the risk of paying AUD 6,000
in transport charges that shouldn’t be on the commercial invoice.
Real-world scenario: Variants on Incoterms® rules
You work for an international bank as a document analyst in the letter of credit department. You have been
well trained and understand that for an exporter to get paid on a letter of credit all of the commercial and
transport documentation has to be Complete, Consistent and Correct (sound familiar?).
Part of your training included a class on Incoterms®, so when you begin to review documents for an exporter
in Egypt you notice something isn’t quite right with the shipping terminology. In this case, the trade term
stipulated in the letter of credit is “EXW loaded” for an ocean shipment going to LeHavre, France.
You know from reading the Incoterms® 2010 Introduction that the ICC does not prohibit the use of variants
on Incoterms®6. While confusing, the use of a variation on the EXW term is technically allowed. Just as a
precaution, you inform the company in Egypt that they should bring additional clarity to the meaning of
“EXW loaded” on future transactions.
Incoterms® 2010, ICC rules for the use of domestic and international trade terms, published by the International Chamber of Commerce, Paris,
France.

6
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Incoterms® 2010 Rule: Free Carrier (named place of delivery)

Figure II.3: Free Carrier (named place of delivery)
Distinguishing Characteristics:
•
•
•
•
•

There can be more than one delivery point at origin
Delivery occurs when goods are presented to the carrier nominated by the buyer
If delivery is at the seller’s facility, the seller must load the collecting vehicle
All costs and risks beyond delivery point are for buyer’s account
Can use any mode of transport

Commentary:
If ever there was a trade term that best demonstrates the need to name a physical location in the supply
chain, it would have to be Free Carrier. Although FCA always portrays the seller’s delivery obligation as
being completed at origin, the meaning of the word “carrier” can create confusion on where that physical
point actually is.
FCA is the first of the “shipment” contracts that we reviewed earlier and is one of the more easy to use
Incoterms®. The only catch for the proper implementation of this origin-based rule is that the seller and
buyer have to explicitly agree on who the carrier will be. With the buyer responsible for nominating said
carrier, the seller can end up turning goods over to a trucker at his factory or warehouse, a freight forwarder
near a port or airport, or directly to a steamship line or cargo airline. When the seller delivers to that named
origin point, all subsequent risks and responsibilities fall to the buyer.
The issue associated with not naming the delivery point at origin revolves around the transfer of risk and
payment of inland freight. For example, if a seller believes that he is booking an order under the term
“FCA Seller’s factory, Albany, New York, USA” but the buyer assumes the sale is “FCA XYZ Forwarding
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Company, JFK Airport, New York,” there is going to be a dispute over the inland freight from Albany to
JFK. Worse yet, if there is loss or damage to the goods in transit from up-state New York down to JFK,
major questions will surface regarding replacement merchandise and cargo insurance claims.
When the parties agree on an “FCA Seller’s factory” basis, the seller is responsible for loading the truck, as
well as export customs clearance. From that point onwards, the buyer assumes all risks and costs. This is
a clear distinction from Ex Works and in cases where the delivery point is the seller’s site, it makes FCA a
much easier shipping term to use for international moves.
If the delivery point is other than the seller’s site, the seller pays the inland freight, but the buyer is responsible
for off-loading of the goods at either a forwarder’s warehouse or the carrier’s facility. Because FCA can be
used for any mode of transport, delivery to an air carrier is usually at an airport terminal and in the case of
ocean cargo, it is normally at a container yard (CY) prior to goods being loaded on board a vessel.
Trade Tip: Avoid confusion with Ex Works by substituting the FCA Incoterms® rule. If you’re buying or
selling internationally on an EXW basis, you know that the buyer is responsible for loading the collecting
vehicle and export customs clearance. When carried out, these requirements become unrealistic and can
create problems between the parties. You can avoid any issues by using the “FCA seller’s facility” term, a
scenario that does require the seller to load the collecting vehicle and carry out export customs clearance.
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Documentary example II.2: Quoting on the basis of “FCA, Seller’s facility”

Observations on Example II.2
Because of the broad-based interpretation of who qualifies as a “carrier” it is particularly important to name
a port or place at origin when using the Free Carrier (FCA) term. The quotation in II.2 is an example of this
requirement, using the seller’s site as the chosen delivery point.
The offer to sell involves a company in Bangkok, Thailand and a potential buyer in Madrid, Spain. Like the
previous examples we’ve seen, you’ll notice two areas in the body of the document that are circled. In the
upper right hand corner is the initial reference to the shipping term used, “FCA seller’s facility, 305 Chaeng
Wattana Road, Bangkok, Incoterms® 2010.”
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This is a good look at how to state a named port or place along with the proposed shipping term. Under the
FCA term the seller’s delivery obligation always ends somewhere in origin, so it is definitely feasible to
use, “FCA, seller’s facility.” With this unequivocal statement there is no confusion as to where in origin the
seller intended for his delivery obligation to end.
Of equal importance, the total Extended Price also states “FCA seller’s facility, 305 Chaeng Wattana Road,
Bangkok, Incoterms® 2010.” You may have already seen that there are no transportation charges listed on
the quotation. Again, this is consistent with the meaning of the FCA seller facility term because the seller
only has to load the goods on the collecting vehicle (a local trucking company) and carry out export customs
clearance.
So, in this case, the price of THB (Thai Bhatt) 181,300 includes the loading of the truck and cost of export
customs clearance (if the seller desired, he could itemize those charges on the quote). All other transportation
and related charges are for the account of the buyer in Spain, including inland freight to Bangkok airport,
air freight to Madrid, customs clearance and local delivery at destination.
Sidebar: Does a freight forwarder qualify as a carrier?
Because Incoterms® rules define a carrier as “the party with whom carriage is contracted”7 and freight
forwarders often times do contract for carriage, they are considered a carrier. This is particularly true if a
forwarder has the IATA certifications to operate as an “Indirect Air Carrier” or is licensed in the U.S. as an
“Ocean Transportation Intermediary.”
As an importer that purchases on an FCA basis, part of your responsibility as the buyer is to nominate the
carrier. Because of the flexibility inherent to the FCA term, you have the option of naming a forwarder to
whom your supplier has to deliver the cargo at origin. When this option is taken, the seller is responsible for
the well being of the goods and inland freight up to the forwarder’s facility. Once at the forwarder’s dock,
you as the buyer are responsible for off-loading the truck, as well as all risks and costs beyond that point.
If you are an exporter that sells on an FCA forwarder basis, your overseas customers have to inform you
who their freight forwarder is. In this case, you have to load the truck at your origin site, carry out export
customs clearance and pay for inland freight up to the forwarder nominated by your customer. You retain
risk of loss or damage up to the forwarder’s warehouse and if you didn’t account for inland freight in your
original quote to the buyer, you are still responsible for that charge.
“FCA forwarder” is a popular term because it allows the seller to provide valuable origin transportation
services to a customer while being reasonably assured that the goods will be exported. The paper trail
is tight in that the seller gets a “forwarder’s cargo receipt” upon delivering the goods to the nominated
forwarder. Finally, the buyer is in a position to negotiate international transportation charges directly with
the forwarder of their choice and control the inbound flow of all purchased merchandise.
Incoterms® 2010, ICC rules for the use of domestic and international trade terms, published by the International Chamber of Commerce, Paris,
France.

7
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Documentary example II.3: Commercial invoices & use of the “FCA forwarder’s facility” shipping term

Observations on Example II.3
Commercial invoices are an integral part of a shipment’s Documentation Trail and must be complete,
correct and consistent with all other paperwork. Example II.3 looks at how the content of a commercial
invoice should appear under “FCA forwarder’s facility.”
This invoice covers a shipment from a company in the great city of Lynn, Massachusetts, USA to a customer
in Bogotá, Colombia. Our circled areas show that the delivery terms are, “FCA Latin Cargo, Inc, 10000 NW
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24th St, Miami, FL, Incoterms® 2010,” and that the extended price is $151,200. Is this commercial invoice
complete and correct?
If the parties to this transaction actually agreed on the “FCA Latin Cargo, Inc., 10000 NW 24th St, Miami,
FL” rule, then the answer to the above question is, “yes.” The seller has clearly stated the term and named
a place at origin. A forwarder qualifies as a carrier, so designating Latin Cargo, along with the full address,
is fine.
With regard to the price, you’ll see that the seller has included $1,200 as inland freight from Lynn to Miami.
Since the seller’s delivery responsibility ends in Miami and he has to pay inland freight up to Latin Cargo,
it is OK to include inland freight on the commercial invoice.
For purposes of compliance with the proper use of Incoterms®, this invoice is correct.
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Documentary example II.4: Quoting on the basis of “FCA steamship line container yard”

Observations on Example II.4
In some instances it may be advantageous for a seller and buyer to agree upon the “Free Carrier, steamship
line container yard” version of the FCA rule. Perfectly suitable for ocean transportation, this is a viable
option for full container shipments where the parties wish to complete delivery to a steamship line before
goods are loaded on board a vessel.
Use of this term means that the seller is responsible for risk of loss or damage to the goods, as well as inland
transport up to the specified container yard. Just to be clear, a container yard (or, CY) is a land-based facility
used by steamship lines to receive and dispatch containers.
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The quotation in II.4 is an example of “FCA Container Yard.” You can see that the circled delivery term is
“FCA Container Yard #1, Hong Kong, Incoterms® 2010” and that the extended price includes a charge of
3,900 Chinese Renminbi (RMB) for the 40’ container to be moved from Shenzhen in S. China to the CY in
Hong Kong. This is a legitimate charge because the seller is responsible for inland freight and risk of loss
or damage up to the named place at origin.
If the seller offers this term without including the drayage charge of RMB 3,900, that’s OK, too. He should
be aware, however, that he will be responsible for the inland freight and that the unaccounted for RMB
3,900 expense will eat into his gross profit by the same amount.
Trade Tip: When using “FCA steamship line container yard” as your trade term, provide as much detail
as possible on the location of the CY. If you’ve been to places like Hong Kong, you know that areas in and
around the port are host to innumerable container yards and/or terminals. To eliminate confusion on which
CY containers should be delivered to, do your best to get the name of the desired container yard.
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Incoterms® 2010 Rule: Free Alongside Ship (named port of shipment)

Figure II.4: Free Alongside Ship (named port of shipment)
Distinguishing Characteristics:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Delivery occurs in the port of shipment alongside the vessel, prior to loading
Export clearance and inland freight charges up to the delivery point are for the seller’s account
All charges beyond delivery point (including loading onboard the vessel) are for the buyer
FAS is normally used for over sized or out of gauge shipments with special handling requirements
Intended for ocean or inland waterway transportation only
Not appropriate for containerized cargo where loading is part of ocean transport charges

Commentary:
“Free Alongside Ship” is somewhat of a unique trade term because it is often used for the ocean borne
shipment of oversized or “out of gauge” cargo. Sometimes referred to as “project cargo,” these types of
shipments include large structures for the oil and gas industries, gigantic earth moving equipment, mining
apparatus and power generation plants. It is not a steadfast rule that FAS be used only for these types of
goods; it can also be used for other types of freight, too.
The use of FAS for oversized shipments makes a lot of sense because the nature of the cargo requires a great
deal of handling and custodial care while in transit. Often times a seller does not want to be responsible for
risk of loss or damage during the loading of a vessel, so instead of selling on an FOB basis, he will opt for
“Free Alongside Ship (named port of shipment).”
With this term the seller is responsible for export clearance and inland freight up to the named port of export,
but once the goods are placed alongside the vessel, the seller’s delivery obligations have been completed.
It is from this point that the buyer has to pay for all transportation and destination customs costs, including
the loading of the vessel at origin.
While we don’t see this term used for most mainstream commercial shipments, it is quite effective in
industries where ocean transport is mandated and large, oversized shipments are the norm.
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Trade Tip: If you are a seller under the FAS term, be sure to coordinate the timely delivery of goods with
the availability of the vessel arranged by the buyer. Because the seller has to deliver the cargo alongside a
vessel designated by the buyer, it is vital that the ship be identified in advance, and that the delivery occurs
within an agreed upon timeframe. If the timing of delivery is off, the goods may arrive too early and begin
to accrue storage charges. Conversely, if an order is placed alongside the vessel too late, the goods may not
get loaded on board.
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Documentary example II.5: Export quotations under the FAS Incoterms® rule

Observations on Example II.5
“Free Alongside Ship” is just what the name indicates: the seller is responsible for risk of loss or damage
and transportation costs until goods are placed alongside the vessel in the port of export. That means that
once the goods are located next to the vessel, all charges are for the account of the buyer, including loading
at the origin ocean port.
Export quotation II.5 comes from the Oil & Gas industry, a vertical where FAS is used quite frequently.
Due to the large size of the equipment being sold, the exporter in Tulsa, Oklahoma, USA is only interested
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in placing the goods next to the vessel in the port of Houston, Texas. So, the delivery term listed is “Free
Alongside Ship, Port of Houston, Texas, USA, Incoterms® 2010.” Under this type of quotation, what are
the seller’s delivery and transport obligations?
First off, like all of the Incoterms® rules, the seller is responsible for making sure the goods are properly
packed for export. Also, the seller has to arrange for and pay the inland freight charges from Tulsa to the
dock in Houston. From that point forward, all risk of loss and transport costs shift to the buyer.
In the middle of the quotation you’ll see that the price includes a $60,000 charge for “Rail delivery on flat
beds from Tulsa to Houston port, alongside vessel.” Using the above definition as reference, this charge is
consistent with the proper use of the FAS term. If the seller did not itemize the $60,000 charge, the selling
price of $2,000,000 would have to implicitly include transport up to the port of Houston. Undoubtedly, sixty
thousand dollars is a lot of money to be leaving on the table, so it’s better to get it into the price from the
very beginning of the Documentation Trail!!!
You may also have discerned that no vessel is designated on this quotation. Should the buyer accept the
offer from the seller, it is then that the buyer will have to begin the process of contracting for carriage with
a vessel operator. The buyer would also have to provide a date range for the seller to deliver the goods
alongside the ship in a timely manner.
Trade Tip: Beware the use of FAS with full container shipments. More often than not, shippers tender
containers to a steamship line at a container yard or terminal that is not located right next to a vessel. Because
FAS requires that the seller deliver the goods alongside the ship, it is not appropriate for containerized
goods. Also, ocean charges for containerized shipments usually include loading, so it would be difficult to
separate freight expenses between the parties.
Real-world scenario: Who’s on the “hook” for damages under FAS at the port of export?
As the logistics manager in Argentina for a multi-national oil & gas exploration company you are responsible
for arranging transportation for all goods coming into the country. A situation has arisen where a large,
oversized order from a supplier in Natchitoches, Louisiana was damaged in the port of New Orleans. Are
you on the “hook” for damage to the goods or is it still the responsibility of the seller?
You are familiar with this vendor, so you recall that the agreed upon shipping term was “Free Alongside
Ship, Port of New Orleans.” You’re equally familiar with this particular order because it was three weeks
earlier that you had contracted for carriage with the designated vessel and instructed the seller where and
when to deliver the goods in time for loading.
After a little investigating and some help from your freight forwarder in New Orleans, you confirm that
the goods fell off of a flat bed inside the port, but prior to being placed alongside the ship. Based on your
knowledge of the FAS term, you’re sure that the seller is responsible for risk of loss or damage until the
goods are placed alongside the vessel. Under these conditions it is up to the supplier to provide you with
replacement merchandise.
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Incoterms® 2010 Rule: Free On Board (named port of shipment)

Figure II.5: Free On Board (named port of shipment)
Distinguishing Characteristics:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Delivery occurs in the port of shipment when goods are loaded on board the vessel
Export clearance and inland freight charges up to the delivery point are for the seller’s account
All costs and risk beyond the delivery point are for the buyer
FOB is better suited for bulk cargo
Not meant for containerized cargo
Intended for ocean or inland waterway transportation only

Commentary:
Free On Board is probably the oldest and most well known Incoterms® rule of all. For as many years as
the ICC has been governing shipping terms, FOB has only been intended for maritime or inland waterway
transport where the seller’s delivery obligation ended in the port of export when goods passed the ship’s
rail. Under Incoterms® 2010 FOB is still meant for waterborne transport, but the delivery point is now once
goods have been loaded on board the vessel.8
Because it is one of the original Incoterms® rules, FOB has also been the most misused of the trade terms.
Originally intended for bulk, non-containerized cargo that would literally “pass the ship’s rail,” Free On
Board was never meant for containerized cargo. Even though it’s used for other modes of transport all the
time, FOB was not designed for use with truck, rail or air shipments, either.
Proper examples of the types of goods that can be used with FOB are grain that is conveyed onto a ship from
dock-side silos or chemicals that are pumped into a hold via hoses.
Incoterms® 2010, ICC rules for the use of domestic and international trade terms, published by the International Chamber of Commerce, Paris,
France.

8
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Documentary example II.6: FOB and the ocean bill of lading
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Observations on Example II.6
Example II.6 introduces an important component of the Documentation Trail, the ocean bill of lading (b/l).
Review of this document continues the emphasis on complete, consistent and correct documentation, as
well as illustrates the proper use of the “Free On Board, named port of shipment” trade term.
An ocean bill of lading contains a variety of important data including shipper and consignee details, product
description, quantities, transportation charges, container numbers, et al. You’ll notice from the body of the
b/l that the shipment in question references an 80,000 pound order of bulk corn moving from Vancouver,
British Columbia, Canada to a buyer in Valparaiso, a major ocean port outside of Santiago, Chile.
The first thing to recall about the discussion on FOB is that it is meant for the ocean transport of bulk
shipments, so this order is appropriate for use with the FOB term. You’ll also see that the Incoterms® rule in
the circled area names a port of export, which is Vancouver. What this means is that the seller is responsible
for risk of loss or damage and inland transportation costs until the goods are loaded on board the vessel.
Once that happens, delivery has occurred and all responsibility shifts to the buyer.
Finally, take a look at the circled area “Additional Shipper Information.” This caption conveys that the
goods are arriving at Vancouver port by rail (in bulk) and that loading is the responsibility of the seller. This
statement is consistent with the definition of Free On Board. It also states that all charges beyond the FOB
point are for the account of the buyer, which is also correct.
With regard to proper Incoterms® use, this ocean bill of lading is accurate.
Real-world scenario: Can the FOB rule be used for air freight shipments?
You are the Traffic Coordinator for a medium sized trading company in Dubai. As a global buyer and
seller of computer equipment, you ship product to/from third party countries via a combination of air and
overland (truck) freight services.
A new member of the sales department has wisely consulted you on the preparation of a quote for a customer
in Pakistan. This is an air freight order for product that would move from Beijing, China to Karachi, using
the Incoterms® rule “Free On Board, Beijing, China.” What do you tell the sales person?
The Incoterms® 2010 books provides a list of shipping terms that can be used for any mode of transport
(or combination thereof), as well as a list of terms that are intended for ocean or inland waterway moves
only. Because FOB is limited to waterborne transportation and the customer has requested air freight, you
suggest to the sales person that perhaps he should consider the Free Carrier (named place at origin) term,
which does allow for any mode of transport.
Sidebar: Why is FOB so misused in the United States?
If one had to select the Incoterms® rule that is most misunderstood and misused in the U.S., Free On Board
would be the hands-down winner. Over the years, U.S.-based importers and exporters have never been short
on ways in which the FOB term can be misapplied. Fortunately, the source of this folly is easy to identify
and correction of any problems equally simple to fix.
The undying commitment from American businesses to misuse the FOB term can be traced to the definition
of “Free On Board” in the Uniform Commercial Code. Up until 2004 when definitions of shipping terms
were removed from the UCC, FOB was defined to include use with any mode of transport, and it could
signify either a shipment or arrival contract. Basically, a seller in Boston with a customer in San Francisco
could ship via truck, rail or air, and offer the goods on either an FOB Boston or FOB San Francisco basis.
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When lined up with the ICC definition of Incoterms®, it’s obvious where the trouble comes from. Declared
repeatedly in this book, the international use of FOB is for waterborne transport only, it is not meant
for containerized goods and there is no such thing as “FOB the buyer’s site.” With such a fundamental
difference in meanings, U.S. companies can’t afford to assume that the domestic interpretation of FOB is
the same everywhere else in the world.
Given that the Uniform Commercial Code stopped defining shipping terms in 2004, now would be a good
time for U.S. companies to “get on board” with the ICC use of the FOB rule.
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Incoterms® 2010 Rule: Cost & Freight (named port of destination)

Figure II.6: Cost & Freight (named port of destination)
Distinguishing characteristics:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Delivery occurs in the port of shipment when goods are loaded on board the vessel
Per above, risk shifts to the buyer at the port of shipment
Seller is responsible for all transportation costs up to the named port of arrival
Seller must contract for carriage and provide the buyer with a transport document
Better suited for bulk goods
Not meant for containerized cargo
Intended for ocean or inland waterway transport only

Commentary:
It is now firmly established that the C-category Incoterms® rules are quite different than their brethren in
the E, F & D groups. In fact, it has been joked that the C-terms actually stand for Confusion, Caveats and
Contradiction!!! CFR is the first of the C-term shipment contracts that we’ll study and is only intended for
non-containerized water borne shipments.
Not unlike the other ten shipping terms, the proper use of “CFR (named port of destination)” begins with
the initial negotiation between seller and buyer. As the name indicates, use of the CFR rule implies that
the price quoted to the buyer includes not only the sales price of the merchandise, but all ocean freight and
related charges up to the named port of destination.
Consistent with statements made previously, even though the seller must contract for carriage, pay
transportation expenses up to the named port of destination and provide an ocean bill of lading, risk of loss
or damage passes to the buyer when the goods are loaded on board the vessel at origin.
Similar to the FOB term, CFR was originally meant for bulk commodities like agricultural products or
chemicals that actually passed the ship’s rail. This term is still intended for non-containerized cargo, but
delivery is now complete when goods are loaded on-board the vessel.
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Trade Tip: Don’t use CFR for containerized ocean cargo or air freight shipments. Even though it goes on
every day, CFR is just not intended for these types of moves. Instead of using CFR, consider using the CPT
term. This rule allows you to ship under any mode of transport, risk still transfers at origin and the seller
pays the freight up to a named place at destination (which could be a port).
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Documentary example II.7: Using CFR without naming a port at destination

Observations on Example II.7
Example II.7 introduces another component of the Documentation Trail, the purchase order. Normally
placed after a quote has been sent or a contract signed, the P.O. represents the buyer’s acceptance of the
seller’s offer to sell.
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The purchase order in question is from an importer in Canton, Ohio, USA, presented to a supplier in Hong
Kong. Given that the content of the P.O. should reflect the original quotation and/or sales contract, this form
should be complete, consistent and correct relative to all other paperwork in the Documentation Trail.
The first thing you should notice is that the shipping term listed is “Cost & Freight,” but that there is no
named port of destination. Ohio is in the central area of the United States, so the chosen port could be any
one of a half dozen options. Without naming a port at destination, freight could show up in places like
Seattle, Los Angeles, Houston or Norfolk.
Not naming a port in a country the size of the U.S. makes transit times unpredictable and the true CFR price
of the goods nearly impossible to calculate. For this order, does the Hong Kong Dollar CFR price of 31,268
include ocean freight or not? Nobody will know until somebody gets a bill for ocean transportation and
realizes those costs were never accounted for.
The final point to be considered is whether or not this shipment will be put into an ocean container. It’s not
likely that this type of freight (metal racks) will be loaded as bulk, so CFR should not be used.
The parties can avoid these potential pains by using a term that aligns with the mode of transport, naming a
port at destination and itemizing all charges.
Sidebar: Why are the C-terms so different from the other Incoterms® rules?
It’s not out of bounds to ask why the C-terms separate the seller’s delivery obligations from the payment of
transportation expenses. After all, the four terms in this group are the only ones where delivery is completed
at origin, but the seller pays for transportation up to somewhere at destination.
From an historical perspective, it’s important to recall that CFR and CIF date back to the earliest Incoterms®
publications when the only mode of long-haul international transport was ocean freight. Truck shipments
were limited mostly to contiguous countries and air cargo as we know it hadn’t even been introduced in
1936, so ocean freight was the only game in town. Additional perspective is added when one realizes that
most international transactions were for agricultural commodities that could be bought and sold several
times during a lengthy ocean voyage.
Within this type of business setting the ICC determined that it would be very difficult to hold a seller
responsible for risk of loss or damage up to a destination port if the goods were going to be bought and
sold repeatedly through a series of “string sales.” Essentially, it would be unreasonable to hold a seller
accountable for risk of loss or damage when nobody knew for sure who the final seller would be. It is for
this reason that under the CFR and CIF terms the original seller was called upon to pay transportation to a
named port, but risk of loss or damage passed at origin.
With the introduction of containerized ocean shipping and air cargo in the nineteen seventies, it was decided
that new shipping terms would be needed to accommodate these modes of transport. While still focusing
on the segregation of risk transfer from shipping costs, CPT and CIP were added to the Incoterms® rules in
1980 to achieve this goal.
Although it doesn’t make the use of C-terms any less tricky, a bit of history serves to explain the rationale
behind these four rules. As you go forward, make sure your overseas vendors and customers understand
exactly what they getting themselves into when requesting a C-term.
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Incoterms® 2010 Rule: Cost Insurance & Freight (named port of destination)

Figure II.7: Cost, Insurance & Freight (named port of destination)
Distinguishing characteristics:
• Delivery occurs in the port of shipment when merchandise is loaded on board the vessel
• Risk shifts to the buyer at the port of shipment once goods are loaded on board the ship
• Seller is responsible for all transportation costs up to the named port of destination
• Seller must contract for carriage and provide the buyer with a transport document
• The seller must also secure minimum cover insurance on behalf of the buyer
• CIF is better suited for bulk cargo
• This term is not meant for containerized cargo
• CIF is intended for ocean or inland waterway transport only
Commentary:
CIF is one of two Incoterms® rules that obliges the seller to secure minimum cover insurance on behalf
of the buyer (the other is CIP). Outside of these two terms, there is no Incoterms®-based requirement that
either party take out cargo insurance. It is certainly a good business practice for someone to get insurance,
the point here is that nine out of the eleven trade terms don’t force the parties do so.
Apart from its insurance requirement, “Cost Insurance & Freight (named port of destination)” is identical
to the CFR term. Delivery occurs at origin when goods are loaded on board the vessel, but the seller pays
for ocean freight up to the named port of destination. As part of the latter function, the seller has to contract
for carriage with an ocean carrier, as well as provide the buyer with an ocean bill of lading. Just like CFR,
this term was originally intended for bulk cargo, is not suitable for containerized shipments and can only be
used for waterborne transportation.
With regard to marine cargo insurance, minimum cover is the only requirement. However, the insurance
must be of the type that allows the buyer (or any other party with an insurable interest) to file a claim
directly with the insurer. At a minimum, the procured coverage has to extend from the delivery point on
board the vessel at origin to the named port of destination. Finally, the seller must send the buyer either the
insurance certificate for a single shipment or proof of blanket coverage.
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Trade Tip: When calculating the insurable value of the goods, base it on 110% of the CFR price of the
order. Whereas the Incoterms® 2010 book states that the insured value must be a minimum of 110% of the
price in the contract9, it may be better to spell out the value as the total CFR price.
For example, if the sales price of a transaction is $50,000 and the freight to transport the goods to the named
port of destination is $10,000, then the CFR value is $60,000. For this sale, the total insurable amount
would then be for $66,000 ($60,000 x 1.10).
Incoterms® 2010, ICC rules for the use of domestic and international trade terms, published by the International Chamber of Commerce, Paris,
France.

9
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Documentary example II.8: Quoting under the CIF term

Observations on Example II.8
Example II.8 is for a CIF export quotation going from a chemical company in Mobile, AL to a company
based in Hanoi, Vietnam. Our goal is to confirm that the quote is consistent with the rules of using Cost
Insurance & Freight.
The first glance in the upper right hand corner tells us that this quote has started out fine. Both the trade term
and named port of destination are provided along with the reference to Incoterms® 2010. So far, we have a
solid quotation under way.
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It appears that this shipment would be for 5,000 liters of potassium nitrate, with a unit price of $20 per liter
and an extended price of $100,000. In the body of the quote we find a $20,000 charge for bulk ocean freight
from Mobile to Hai Phong, and an insurance charge of $8,000. We can’t be sure what the seller pays as a
premium for marine cargo insurance, but we’ll assume that the $8,000 is based on 110% of the CFR value
of the goods ($120,000). In total, the offer shows a “CIF Port of Hai Phong, Vietnam” price of $128,000.
This is an acceptable sales quotation because it itemizes the price of the goods on a CIF basis, which is the
cost of the potassium nitrate, plus ocean freight and minimum cover insurance. There is no inland freight
shown at origin as the seller will pump the chemicals into the ship from a tank farm adjacent to the berth in
Mobile. All in all, this is an easy to understand and complete quote.
Sidebar: What does minimum cover insurance really cover?
When an importer or exporter hears the word “insurance” under CIF or CIP they may erroneously think
that they are covered for all types of transportation-related maladies. Unfortunately, this is not the case and
clarity on the matter will come in handy further down the road.
The terminology and meaning of insurance coverage is governed by “The Institute Cargo Clauses” and
includes Clause C (minimum cover), Clause B, Clause A, as well as Institute War Clauses and Institute
Strike Clauses. As the name implies, minimum cover insurance means that claims are only paid under very
specific circumstances. Scenarios where claims will be paid include fires, explosions, collisions, strandings
and general average sacrifice.
Depending on your company’s approach to Risk Management, you may require additional insurance beyond
minimum cover. If your business model exposes you to risks involving theft, war, piracy, civil strife or port
strikes, you should definitely consider additional coverage offered in the other Clauses. No matter what you
decide, at least you’ll do so knowing that CIF really doesn’t cover all that much.
Real-world scenario: Minimum cover insurance and port strikes
You own a company that imports footwear via ocean freight from southern Brazil and you have been
anxiously waiting on a large order destined to your number one client in the U.S. As luck would have it, a
national port strike broke out in Brazil last week and six of your containers have been sitting in the port of
Paranaguá ever since. You inform your client of the hold up and after expressing her dismay, she cancels
the order. You bought the goods on “CIF Port of Miami” terms and believe that you can file a claim for loss
of market due to a port strike. Is that true?
Before we get to the question on insurance, the sharp reader will have identified the CIF term as inappropriate
for containerized cargo. This term is for bulk shipments and the vignette states that the footwear was coming
in containers, so that’s a no-no.
With regards to an insurance claim, you should be aware that minimum cover does not apply to port strikes,
civil strife or wars. To be covered, you and your vendor would have had to agree in writing to a higher level
of insurance under the Institute Cargo Clauses. As the party that takes delivery in the port of Paranaguá, you
also could have independently procured additional insurance. Unfortunately, you didn’t exercise either of
those options for this shipment and are now “SOL” when trying to claim for port strikes under CIF.
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Incoterms® 2010 Rule: Carriage Paid To (named place of destination)

Figure II.8: Carriage Paid To (named place of destination)
Distinguishing characteristics:
•
•
•
•
•

Unless otherwise agreed, delivery occurs at origin with the first carrier
Delivery occurs at origin, but seller pays export clearance/transport
The seller is not responsible for customs formalities, duties or taxes at destination
It is very important to name the place of destination (port, airport or inland location)
CPT can be used for any mode of transportation or combination thereof

Commentary:
As a reminder, the creation of CPT (and CIP) was brought about by the advent of containerized ocean
cargo and the birth of the air freight industry. Be that as it may, on a conceptual level CPT is just like CFR:
risk transfers at origin, but the seller pays for transportation up to destination. The difference between the
two lays in CPT’s flexibility with modes of transports and the variety of destinations points that can be
specified.
Of course, one of the big distinctions between CPT and CFR has to do with the point at origin where delivery
is completed. Under CFR, delivery is completed when bulk goods are loaded on board a vessel. But, what
happens with CPT when a containerized ocean shipment is to be moved or, if air freight is the chosen mode
of transport and there is no ship to load? Where is delivery finalized under those circumstances?
The solution to the above challenges is well explained by the ICC. Unless otherwise specified in the contract,
risk transfers under CPT with the first carrier at origin. For containerized ocean shipments, the transfer
point is a lot cleaner when a single bill of lading is prepared (inland freight and ocean transport are part of
the same contract for carriage). Even if drayage is arranged separately from the ocean transportation, risk
transfer still happens with the first carrier. This principle also applies in the case of trucks that pick up air
freight shipments.
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It should be reiterated that the seller and buyer do have the option of naming another place at origin for
delivery. The above scenarios only apply as a default location in lieu of another point being named. If the
parties agree upon another risk transfer point at origin, the location should be spelled out to the degree
possible.
Another attractive feature of CPT is the option of choosing from a variety of transport locations at destination.
Unlike CFR that stipulates goods be shipped to a named port at destination, CPT calls for “a named place at
destination.” That means that the seller can negotiate with a buyer on whether to pay for transport expenses
up to a port or airport, a third party warehouse or all the way to the end user’s site.
Regardless of the risk transfer point at origin, mode of transport or named place at destination, the seller is
not required to undertake customs formalities or pay customs duties under the CPT rule. Even if the seller
commits to ship all the way to the final destination, customs clearance is still the responsibility of the buyer.
In this instance, the buyer has to clear the goods and then the seller arranges for inland transportation to the
designated site.
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Documentary example II.9: Using the CPT term with containerized ocean cargo
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Observations on Example II.9
In Documentary Example II.9 we are looking at an ocean bill of lading that covers a ten container shipment
of pre-fabricated housing units from a builder in Atlanta, Georgia, USA to a construction company in Calulo,
Angola. This freight is on the water, so let’s make sure that the seller understands what his obligations are
under the “CPT buyer’s site” trade term.
We know from our studies that CPT can be used for containerized ocean cargo, and that the parties can
agree to any named point, as long as it is in the destination country. For this shipment, the body of the bill of
lading is clear in that it describes the trade term as “CPT Construction site Lisbon 1A, West Africa Highway,
Calulo.”
Under CPT, the seller could have negotiated to pay transport costs only to the port of Luanda, but he instead
committed to send the goods to Calulo. Even though risk of loss or damage to the goods does transfer at
origin and the buyer must carry out customs clearance at destination, U.S. Pre-Fab Builders has to pay all
the ocean freight to Luanda, as well as inland transport to Calulo. Because the bill of lading only covers
$50,000 in ocean freight from Atlanta to Luanda (via Savannah), the seller has the extra burden of setting
up the on-forwarding to the construction site separately.
All of what’s been described in this scenario is doable; it’s just a question of the seller being aware of what
he committed to and having the logistical wherewithal to make it happen. For example, if the seller didn’t
include the expense of on-forwarding the ten containers from Luanda to Calulo in his original quotation,
the cost of that move will eat into U.S. Pre-Fab’s profits. At about $10,000 in overland freight charges for
the ten containers, no one can afford to make that kind of mistake.
Assuming that the seller did account for the on-forwarding at destination, it is no easy task to secure chassis
and power units to move so many containers the two hundred kilometers from Luanda to Calulo. The seller
will have to contract (via their U.S. freight forwarder) with a local logistics company that can organize the
trucks, chassis and drivers, wait for the containers to clear customs and then move them out to Calulo.
For this order, it may have been a better idea to sell on the basis of “CPT Port of Luanda.”
Trade tip: If you’re going to sell on a CPT basis, terminate your shipping responsibilities at the port or
airport of arrival. As you can see from our example, using CPT up to the buyer’s site at destination puts
some unique transport burdens on the seller. Given that your clients have to do their own customs clearance
anyway, it’s a good practice to use “CPT port or airport of arrival.”
Real-world scenario: CPT is ideal for exporters that want to pre-pay freight but minimize risk
Imagine for a moment that you are a major exporter of high value goods with customers in over fifty
countries around the world. Due to the sensitive nature of your products you have to use air freight as the
main mode of transport, spending millions of dollars a year in cargo charges.
Although you can command very competitive rates from the airlines by pre-paying the freight, you do not
want to be responsible for risk of loss or damage all the way to destination. With these seemingly conflicting
goals, how can you leverage buying power with the airlines while passing risk on to the buyer as quickly
as possible?
The obvious answer to this question is to use the CPT term. With CPT, you are required to cover freight
charges up to a named place at destination. Because you have to pay the air freight charges to the destination
airport, you’re in a great position to negotiate the best rates with a variety of cargo airlines. You consider
this to be an important competitive advantage as the lower air tariffs make your products more attractive in
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global markets.
Of equal value, risk transfers at origin under the CPT rule, so any worries about loss or damage to the
goods are quickly transferred to the buyer. You will still need to determine the named place at destination
you have to ship to, but that’s a detail you can work out with your customers. In order to avoid additional
costs beyond the airport of arrival, exercise volume buying power and achieve early risk transfer, “CPT,
destination airport” is a good option to choose.
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Incoterms® 2010 Rule: Carriage & I nsurance P aid To ( named p lace of
destination)

Figure II.9: Carriage & Insurance Paid To (named place of destination)
Distinguishing characteristics:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Unless otherwise agreed, delivery occurs at origin with the first carrier
Delivery always occurs at origin, but seller pays shipping costs to destination
The seller must carry out export customs clearance
It is very important to name the place of destination (port, airport or inland location)
CIP can be used for any mode of transportation or combination thereof
The seller must secure minimum cover insurance on behalf of the buyer

Commentary:
As the last of the four C-terms, there’s not much more to be said about CIP that hasn’t already been
discussed with the previous three rules. As with all of the C-rules, risk passes at origin but the seller pays
for transportation up to a named port or place at destination. CIP has the flexibility of using any mode of
transport but does stipulate that the seller procure minimum cover insurance on behalf of the buyer (or any
other party with an insurable interest in the goods). Insurance must be of the type that the buyer can place
a claim directly with the insurer.
CIP is identical to CPT in that unless it is otherwise agreed to in writing, risk passes to the buyer at origin
with the first carrier. If a shipment is by air freight, the first carrier would be the truck that comes to pick up
the cargo. For a containerized ocean shipment under a single bill of lading (that includes drayage), risk also
passes with the trucker that picks up the container(s). If the origin drayage is separate from the main mode
of transport, risk still passes with the third party trucker that the seller contracted with.
Although it’s important to name a port, terminal or place when using all of the Incoterms® rules, it is
especially so with CPT and CIP. Because the named place at destination can be one of several locations, the
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parties have to be in agreement on the exact point from the moment a sales quotation is submitted.
If a quotation is accepted, an agreement is signed and the buyer issues a purchase order, use of the CIP term
has to be consistent across all of the commercial and shipping paperwork. If it’s not, there will be conflict
amongst the parties and an otherwise healthy business relationship can go sour.
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Documentary example II.10: Importing under the CIP trade term

Observations on Example II.10
The purchase order that we reviewed a few pages back was for an ocean shipment coming into the U.S.
under the CFR Incoterms® rule. In Example II.10 we will be looking at a P.O. for the acquisition of a pasta
cutting machine out of Sicily that is bound for a company in Rochester, NY.
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Because a P.O. has been issued, we have to take it on faith that quotes were already sent, terms negotiated and
an agreement signed. Nevertheless, there appears to be a breakdown in the P.O. aspect of the Documentation
Trail because it is showing the CIP term without naming a place at destination. If the purchase order is
accepted “as is” and a shipment is executed, the commercial invoice and air waybill might show the same
omission. If that happens, there will undoubtedly be a dispute as to the point at destination the seller was
supposed to pay for freight charges.
The other issue with the P.O. is that the CIP price of the goods is shown as 20,000 Euros, but we have no
way of knowing if that price includes air freight and minimum cover insurance. When the shipment takes
place the seller will certainly be responsible for the air freight and minimum cover insurance, so it is best to
itemize those charges across the Documentation Trail.
It would be a shame for a good business relationship to suffer due to a lack of details on a purchase order.
This buyer should go back and review the original quote and/or signed purchase agreement to make sure
that CIP was the negotiated term. At the same time, she needs to check and see what the 20,000 Euro price
really includes. If there is a discrepancy, the buyer needs to clear it up before the goods get air freighted.
Trade Tip: Always remember that under the four C-terms the buyer is responsible for customs clearance.
In spite of what overseas customers might think, the C-terms do not oblige the seller to carry out customs
formalities at destination. If you’re an importer, be equally advised that you are responsible for your own
customs clearance.
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Incoterms® 2010 Rule: Delivered At Terminal( namedt erminalat p ortor
place of destination)

Figure II.10: Delivered At Terminal (named terminal at port or place of destination)
Distinguishing characteristics:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

DAT is a new addition to the Incoterms® 2010 rules
Designed to add flexibility to the retired DEQ term
Delivery ends at a named terminal at the named port or place of destination, off-loaded
The seller is responsible for export customs clearance
The seller must pay all transport costs up to the named place of destination
Buyer is responsible for customs clearance, duties & taxes
Can be used for any mode of transport

Commentary:
After finishing with four of the tougher Incoterms® rules, you’ll be happy to know that the D-terms are a lot
easier to follow. Harkening back to Section II you’ll surely remember that unlike the F & C rules, each of
the three D-terms is an arrival contract. They are called “arrival” contracts because the seller is required to
deliver merchandise to a named point at destination and pay transportation up to that named point. There is
no confusion with the D-terms because the transfer point for risk and transportation expense is at the same
destination locale.
Delivered At Terminal is the first of the new Incoterms® to be introduced on January 1, 2011. Good for any
mode of transport, DAT was developed in recognition of the fact that most air and ocean shipments must be
off-loaded to a secondary location at destination. For example, air freight gets shuttled from an aircraft to
a customs-controlled airport terminal, and ocean containers are either sent to a CY or, loaded directly onto
dock-side rail flatbeds. Whatever the scenario, carriers normally include off-loading in their pricing and as
such, DAT mandates that the seller pay all transport charges until the goods are indeed off-loaded.
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In practice, DAT has quickly been adopted for use as an arrival contract up to the first port or airport of entry.
Bear in mind though, that the rules calls for delivery to “a named terminal at port or place of destination.”10
Although it makes sense for a seller to deliver and pay for transport to an air or ocean port terminal, it can
also be to an inland location like a third party warehouse or Foreign Trade Zone.
No matter the named terminal, port or place at destination, the seller is not required to carry out any customs
formalities in the country of import.
10

Incoterms® 2010, ICC rules for the use of domestic and international trade terms, published by the International Chamber of Commerce,

Paris, France.
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Documentary example II.11: DAT & itemizing charges on a commercial invoice

Observations on Example II.11
A commercial invoice represents the months of developmental work that goes on between a seller and
buyer. During what surely must seem like an endless time frame, prices are bickered over, contract clauses
hammered out and finally, a purchase order is generated. The commercial invoice symbolizes all of that
effort and it would be a pity to see a promising deal go south over bad paperwork.
The commercial invoice in Documentary example II.11 covers the first shipment between a supplier in
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Ireland and a buyer from Singapore. The merchandise is a fragile machine tool that the seller wishes to
ship via air freight on a “DAT Singapore Airport Incoterms® 2010” basis. Let’s hope that the content of the
invoice is consistent with all previous paperwork and that it is also complete and correct.
The declaration of the trade term in the upper right-hand corner is fine, so we can move on to the body of
the invoice. You’ll see that the currency is in Euros and that the sales price is €170,000. At such a high value
and carrying technology that requires an export license from the EU, it’s no wonder that the seller wants to
control the air freight of this machine up to Singapore airport.
In terms of transport charges, the invoice shows inland freight at origin to the airport of export (Shannon),
export customs clearance, and air freight to Singapore Airport for a total “DAT Singapore Airport” price
of €171,900.
The seller was prudent to negotiate DAT to Singapore Airport because he will have proof that the goods
arrived in Singapore, but doesn’t have to deal with local delivery after the goods clear customs. This is a
well thought out transaction as the seller has to handle customs and her own local delivery.
Assuming that the rest of the paperwork for the shipment is complete, consistent and correct, it should be
all good for this first time order.
Real-world scenario: Liability for damaged goods under the DAT Incoterms® rule
A contract governing the sale of radiology equipment between a supplier in the U.S. and a buyer in Russia
has been brought before an arbitrator. A dispute has arisen over who is responsible for damages to a high
value shipment that was shipped using the “Delivered At Terminal, Moscow Airport” Incoterms® rule. How
does the arbitrator proceed?
First, the arbitrator must determine that the sales contract stipulates the above trade term and that said
contract references the Incoterms® 2010 publication. Next, the arbitrator must determine where in the
supply chain the damage occurred.
With the above information, the arbitrator can see from DAT A4 and B4 in the Incoterms®2010 book11 that
delivery is complete when goods arrive at the terminal of the air carrier at Moscow airport, off-loaded. So,
if the Documentation Trail (a terminal cargo receipt) shows that goods were damaged prior to being offloaded at the terminal in Moscow, the seller is liable. If damage is proved to have happened after off-loading
at the air carrier’s warehouse, the buyer will be responsible.
Trade Tip: Every time merchandise changes hands across a logistics chain, make sure a cargo receipt is
created. Technically, whenever goods are transferred from one party to another a cargo receipt should be
produced. It’s important to have transfer receipts for all shipments, but especially so when goods are lost or
damaged. Without a paper trail of cargo receipts it will be very difficult for insurance surveyors to zero in
on any culpable parties.
Incoterms® 2010, ICC rules for the use of domestic and international trade terms, published by the International Chamber of Commerce,
Paris, France.

11
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Incoterms® 2010 Rule: Delivered At Place (named place of destination)

Figure II.11: Delivered At Place (named place of destination)
Distinguishing characteristics:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

DAP is a new addition to the Incoterms® 2010 rules
Intended to replace the retired DAF, DES and DDU terms
Delivery ends at destination, prior to customs clearance, not unloaded from the delivering vehicle
Risk of loss or damage passes to the buyer at the named place of destination
Seller must clear the goods for export
Seller is responsible for all transportation costs up to the named place at destination
Buyer is in charge of customs clearance, taxes, duties and VAT
Can be used for any mode of transport or combination thereof

Commentary:
Delivered At Place is the second of the new additions to the 2010 Incoterms® rules. Much like DAT, it
obliges the seller to remain responsible for the well being of a shipment and pay transportation costs up to
a named place of destination. As part of her shipping activities the seller must properly package the goods,
has to carry out export customs clearance and can negotiate any mode of transport appropriate for the
merchandise.
The DAP term accommodates the need for sellers to be liable for risk of loss/damage and transportation
costs to a point beyond a port, airport or terminal at destination. It is for this reason that a seller may select
DAT when she wants to deliver at the first port/airport of entry, and DAP when she is willing to go beyond
that first point of arrival. Unlike DAT, the seller is not called upon to offload the goods at destination.
For the most part, DAP was added to replace the retired DDU term (it replaces DAF and DES, too). For
some reason, there was a lot of confusion about who had to pay for destination customs clearance under
DDU, and DAP is intended to alleviate those types of questions. Incoterms® 2010 is unambiguous in that
the seller is not responsible for customs formalities, duties or taxes under the DAP rule.
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As is the case with all Incoterms®, it is very important that the seller and buyer agree upon a named place
of delivery at destination.
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Documentary example II.12: Accurate and complete quotations from freight forwarders

Observations on Example II.12
Any exporter or importer knows that success in international markets begins with great products and sharp
pricing. They also know that staying competitive depends a great deal on the transportation rates they receive
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from freight forwarders and customs brokers. Without accurate and well-priced quotes from a forwarder,
shippers will either lose business entirely or spend more than they budgeted for on transportation costs.
The quote in II.12 is different than the ones we saw previously because it is from a freight forwarder to
an exporter in Manila, The Philippines. In this type of offer you won’t see a price for the goods; only
transportation charges for an order that Golden Trading Company hopes to win from an apparel company
in Salt Lake City, UT. Undoubtedly, the seller will take the information from the forwarder’s quote and
include it in their overall offer to Bryce Canyon Imports.
The freight component of the seller’s quote to the buyer will have a big impact on the total price and ability
to close the deal. This is especially true since the Manila-based firm is offering to sell on the basis of “DAP
buyer’s facility, 389 Pine Avenue, Salt Lake City, UT, Incoterms® 2010.” With this Incoterms® rule in play,
it is critical that the forwarder present a timely and competitive quote that captures all facets of the move.
In the quote itself, you can see five different line items that cover transport from the factory in Manila to the
buyer’s site in Salt Lake City, UT. Expressed in PHP (Philippine Pesos) there is a charge for documentation
and export clearance, drayage to the port of Manila, submission of the U.S. cargo security information
under Importer Security Filing 10+2, ocean transport to Long Beach and rail on-forwarding to Salt Lake,
and inland freight from the railhead in SLC to Bryce Canyon Imports. It is also explicit in the body of the
quote that the charges do not include customs clearance in the U.S.
Looking across the physical logistics chain, it appears that the forwarder has captured all of the transportation
costs up to Salt Lake City under the DAP term. Whether or not the prices are competitive is another story,
but at least the exporter in Manila is starting out by knowing all of his shipping costs.
Trade Tip: When soliciting quotes from a freight forwarder, provide complete and correct information. In
order to get an accurate and competitive quote from a forwarder be sure to share information that includes
origin and destination, a complete Incoterms® rule, mode of transit, pieces, weight & dimensions of the
cargo, amount of kilos for airfreight, number of cubic meters for LCL, number of containers needed for
FCL, as well as any other special instructions.
Real-world scenario: Securing import licenses using the DAP trade term
An Indonesian exporter is negotiating with a Turkish company that wishes to purchase dozens of high-end
servers. A question comes up in the first meeting about who is responsible for securing the proper import
licenses in Turkey. Since the shipments will move under the “DDU, buyer’s facility, Ankara, Turkey”
shipping term, the buyer believes that it is the job of the Indonesians to get the import license from the
Turkish government. How do they proceed?
This is actually a trick question because as we know, the term “DDU” no longer exists as part of the 2010
Incoterms® rules. DAP has replaced DDU and the 2010 ICC publication mandates that under this term the
buyer is responsible for all import licenses, customs clearance, duties and taxes.12
Trade tip: If you are still buying or selling under the DDU term, consider switching to DAP. DDU was
eliminated from the Incoterms® 2010 universe and has been replaced by DAP. As soon as you can, go back
and review all contracts to see if they include DDU delivery commitments and update them accordingly.
Any future quotes and/or agreements should also reflect this change.
12
Incoterms 2010, ICC rules for the use of domestic and international trade terms, published by the International Chamber of Commerce, Paris,
France.
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Incoterms® 2010 Rule: Delivered Duty Paid (named place of destination)

Figure II.12: Delivered Duty Paid (named place of destination)
Distinguishing characteristics:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

DDP represents the maximum risk to the seller
Delivery ends at the named placed of destination, cleared for import, not unloaded
Risk of loss or damage passes to buyer at the named place of destination
Export customs clearance must be done by the seller
Seller is responsible for all transportation costs up to the named place of destination
Seller must pay all customs clearance, duties, taxes and VAT charges
DDP can be used for any mode of transport or combination thereof
DDP does not require either party to contract for insurance

Commentary:
DDP is the last of the Incoterms® rules and carries the maximum amount of risk and responsibility for the
seller. Really “the whole eleven yards” of shipping terms, Delivered Duty Paid compels the seller to pay
for ALL transportation costs up to a named place of destination along with customs clearance, duties, taxes
and VAT (Value Added Tax).
Like the previous two D-terms, the parties must agree on the named place at destination. Although the
location can be the buyer’s site, the only requirement is that the transfer point be at a “named place of
destination.” Because DDP can be used for any mode of transport, that point could be a port, airport, third
party warehouse or ultimately, the end-user’s facility.
As a seller using the DDP rule, it is imperative that you know what you’re getting yourself into. If you are
an importer that buys on DDP terms, make sure you get everything that you’re entitled to. There’s lots of
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room for error when using this term, so proceed with caution. DDP calls for a great deal of import/export
expertise and if the people on both sides of a transaction don’t know precisely what’s supposed to be done,
trouble will ensue.
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Documentary example II.13: DDP & proper preparation of an air waybill (AWB)
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Observations on Example II.13
The final Documentary Example that we’ll review is an air waybill for a DDP shipment going from a
supplier in Manchester, England to a company in Springfield, MA, USA. With goods on the move, we are
well down the Documentation Trail and need to be sure that this AWB is correct in its own right, as well as
consistent with the other paperwork that accompanies the order.
The first circled area to look at on this AWB is under “Handling Information” where it says, “Delivered
Duty Paid, Sturbridge Importers LLC, 595 Main Street, Springfield, MA USA, Incoterms® 2010.” From a
risk and transportation perspective, this means that the seller has to pay all costs up to the buyer’s facility
in Springfield, MA including customs clearance, duties and taxes.
The above point is well-established, but what’s important to know is that this AWB only covers the airfreight
portion of the total transportation. If you look closely in the lower left hand corner, there is an airfreight
charge of £550 for air transport from London to Boston. Apart from this charge, the seller had to send the
order by truck from Manchester down to London, pay for clearance and duties in Boston, and then assume
the expense for inland freight from Logan Airport in Boston to Springfield, MA (100 miles).
If Cromwell Sterling didn’t include these charges in the original quote and itemize them on the commercial
invoice, then their profit will be reduced by the amount that wasn’t accounted for. Conversely, Sturbridge
Importers wants to be sure that the DDP price they’re paying includes all of the corresponding services.
Sidebar: Delivered Duty Paid and the payment of customs clearance, duties and taxes
One of the more challenging aspects of DDP is the seller’s responsibility to pay for customs clearance,
duties, taxes and VAT in the country of import. Not only does the seller have to be able to effect customs
clearance in as many countries as he has customers, the seller has to be up to date on the most current duty
rates for every product that he sells. Due to the fact that duty rates can change without notice (up or down),
the seller may be paying higher amounts in customs duties than originally anticipated.
In addition to fluctuating or unknown duty rates, the seller will be tying up a great deal of cash flow by
using the DDP term. Remember, the seller has to pay all charges associated with getting merchandise to the
named place at destination. Depending on a company’s export volume, a seller could be tying up hundreds
of thousands, if not millions of dollars a month in freight and duties.
Importers that buy on a DDP basis have to analyze all pricing they receive from overseas vendors and make
sure it includes every expense up to the agreed upon location at destination. It’s real easy to get double
charged when you import on DDP terms, so make sure that you’re not getting any erroneous bills from the
local offices of overseas freight forwarders, steamship lines or airlines.
Real-world scenario: DDP and the need to contract for insurance
Two buddies are taking a night course on global logistics and get into a debate over the proper use of the
“DDP (named place of destination)” Incoterms® rule. Friend A is of the opinion that because DDP obliges
the seller to pay for all transportation, customs and related costs up to a named place at destination that this
expense also includes insurance. Friend B believes otherwise, but how does this Doubting Thomas prove
his point for sure?
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Friend B doesn’t want to wait until next week’s class to show up his buddy, so he sends him an email the
next day with a scanned copy of part A3/B3 from the DDP Incoterms® rule.13 It is there that Friend A sees
that the neither the seller nor buyer is required to secure any type of insurance.
Trade tip: Exclude Value Added Tax from DDP commitments. Even though the seller has to pay for customs
clearance, duties and taxes with the Delivered Duty Paid term, it is permissible to exclude Value Added Tax
from the charges. Because VAT is often passed on to subsequent buyers at destination, the parties can agree
in writing to exclude this from the seller’s responsibility.
Incoterms® 2010, ICC rules for the use of domestic and international trade terms, published by the International Chamber of Commerce,
Paris, France
13
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Appendix I:
More Real-World Scenarios
Real-world scenario: Do Incoterms® rules encompass the transfer of title to goods?
You are the Director of Logistics for an exporter of medical equipment based in Seattle, Washington. During
a strategic meeting with the senior management team, the Chief Financial Officer stresses the importance
of being able to count revenue from export sales based on the transfer of title of the goods. The Senior Vice
President of Sales then proclaims with brash confidence that transfer of title for international transactions
coincides with the definition of delivery pursuant to Incoterms® 2010.
You’re not 100% sure, but you are of the opinion that Incoterms® do not deal with transfer of title. How do
you validate your belief?
The Introduction to Incoterms® 2010 addresses transfer of title, clearly stating that Incoterms® do not cover
transfer of ownership or other property rights.14 After the meeting you make a copy of that section, quietly
slip it to the SVP of Sales and suggest that a separate clause be included in the sales contracts to cover title
transfer.
Real-world scenario: Using Incoterms® rules for domestic transactions
You are the Import Manager at a footwear company in San Mateo, CA and your boss just asked you if
Incoterms® 2010 can be used for domestic shipments in the United States. Because you have a copy of the
Incoterms® 2010 book, you know that it is officially entitled, Incoterms® 2010: ICC rules for the use of
domestic and international trade terms.
Apart from the explicit nature of the book’s title, you also discover in the Introduction that Incoterms® rules
can indeed be used for domestic purposes, as long as it is written into a sales contract.15
Real-world scenario:
A Peruvian importer is considering the purchase of raw materials from a supplier in Taiwan under the
“Delivered At Terminal (named terminal at port or place of destination)” Incoterms® rule. The Peruvian
company understands that delivery occurs when the goods arrive at the terminal in destination, but is
wondering who is responsible for off-loading the goods from the vessel at the port of Callao.
The Guidance Note to the DAT rule is clear in that the seller is responsible for off-loading from the
arriving means of transport.16 Based on this statement, the seller in Taiwan is responsible for off-loading at
destination.
Incoterms® 2010, ICC rules for the use of domestic and international trade terms, published by the International Chamber of Commerce,
Paris, France
14

15
Incoterms® 2010, ICC rules for the use of domestic and international trade terms, published by the International Chamber of Commerce,
Paris, France
16
Incoterms® 2010, ICC rules for the use of domestic and international trade terms, published by the International Chamber of Commerce,
Paris, France
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Real-world scenario: What level of insurance does CIP call for?
A manufacturer of fork truck parts has agreed to ship all air freight orders using the “CIP (named place of
destination)” term. While the exporter knows that he has to procure insurance on behalf of his customers,
he’s not sure what level he has to get.
The Guidance Note that precedes the CIP rules is consistent with the Introduction in stipulating that the
seller only has to secure minimum cover insurance on behalf of the buyer (or any other party with an
insurable interest in the goods).17 If the parties wish to have more extensive coverage, they would have to
agree in writing. The buyer also has the option of securing additional insurance on his own.
Real-world scenario:
A debate is taking place at a beef export company in Omaha, Nebraska, USA about the true meaning of the
“DAP (named place of destination)” Incoterms® rule. The sales department has bet the logistics group five
cases of beer that DAP puts the onus for destination customs clearance, duties and taxes on the seller. Who
is going to win the bet?
Unfortunately for the sales department the Guidance Note to the DAP term is very direct on the subject of
customs at destination.18 Like all trade terms except DDP, the seller has no obligation for customs clearance,
duties or taxes at destination.
It looks like the logistics team is going to be drinking some free beer this weekend!!!
Real-world scenario: Does the seller have to provide a commercial invoice under EXW?
Your new wife’s father owns an automotive parts factory in Gary, Indiana, USA and he just hired you as his
logistics manager. During your first week on the job you encounter a shipment from Canada that can’t enter
the United States because the paperwork is missing the commercial invoice.
US Customs & Border Protection won’t clear the goods until you produce the commercial invoice from the
supplier. In the meantime, the plant is shut down due to a lack of parts and “Dad” is losing thousands of
dollars an hour. Do you have recourse with the Canadian vendor?
You don’t know anything about logistics, but the good news is you got a copy of Incoterms® 2010 as a
wedding present. The first thing you do is verify the shipping term in the original sales contract, which in
this case turned out to be “Ex Works, supplier facility, Toronto.” From there, you go to the ICC book and
read in A1 that the supplier must provide you the commercial invoice or its electronic equivalent.19
You still need to get the goods out of customs, but you do have recourse with the supplier.
Incoterms® 2010, ICC rules for the use of domestic and international trade terms, published by the International Chamber of Commerce,
Paris, France
17

18
Incoterms® 2010, ICC rules for the use of domestic and international trade terms, published by the International Chamber of Commerce,
Paris, France
19
Incoterms® 2010, ICC rules for the use of domestic and international trade terms, published by the International Chamber of Commerce,
Paris, France
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Real-world scenario: Where is the named place at destination under CPT?
You work for the government of Saudi Arabia and have just contracted for the purchase and installation of
an ocean water desalinization plant from a manufacturer in Germany. Shipments have begun to arrive by
both ocean and air transport with the agreed trade term in the sales contract stated as “CPT, installation site,
Saudi Arabia.”
A dispute has arisen around delivery costs in Saudi Arabia (inland freight to the site): The seller contends
that you are responsible for delivery costs while your position is that the German firm should pick up these
charges. Are you right or will you soon be looking for a new job due to this potential screw up?
Don’t panic; you only need go to section A6 of the CPT Incoterms® rule which deals with the allocation
of costs.20 There you will confirm that the seller is responsible for all transportation and related costs up to
the named place at destination. Since the named place in the contract is the installation site in Saudi Arabia,
your supplier has to pay for these expenses.
Now it looks like your German counterpart is the one looking for a new job!!!
Real-world scenario: Who is responsible for proper stuffing of a container under the FCA term?
A company in Israel imports household goods from a large vendor in South China. All orders are via ocean
freight, dozens of different products are shipped together and merchandise is always floor loaded into forty
foot containers. Because the Israeli company likes to negotiate ocean contracts directly with the carrier, it
buys on “FCA Hong Kong Container Yard” terms.
When a recent order for three FEUs arrived in Israel it was discovered that the goods had been improperly
loaded into the containers. With over half the merchandise unfit for retail sale, the Israeli buyer thinks
that the seller in China is liable for the damages under the FCA trade term. Are the Israelis correct in that
assertion?
Close analysis of Incoterms® 2010 rules reveals that trade terms do not cover the stuffing, blocking or
bracing of containers.21 Whereas Incoterms® do address the proper packaging of goods themselves, as
well as the lifting of containers on board a vessel, the custodial care taken during the actual loading of
merchandise into a container must be treated as a separate clause in the sales contract.
20
Incoterms® 2010, ICC rules for the use of domestic and international trade terms, published by the International Chamber of Commerce,
Paris, France
21
Incoterms® 2010, ICC rules for the use of domestic and international trade terms, published by the International Chamber of Commerce,
Paris, France
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Appendix II:
Contract Clauses & Incoterms® 2010 Rules
Throughout this treatise we’ve talked about the importance of including Incoterms® rules in a contract of
sale. After such a thorough treatment of the subject, the only thing that remains is to bring the tale “full
circle” by demonstrating how trade terms permeate both import and export operating models.
Below you will find a list of clauses that should be considered when negotiating a sales contract. By no
means meant to be exhaustive, these are some of the topics that need to be covered when buyers and
sellers come together to codify their relationships. Your own business activities may call for more or
less clauses, but these are the ones that you should be aware of, asking questions about and most likely
including in your agreements.
It was stated from the very beginning that Incoterms® could never apply to every clause in a contract.
However, the points that have an asterisk are considerations that do fall within the purview of trade
terms. By including reference to an Incoterms® rule in your contract each of these considerations will
automatically be interpreted via the ICC publication. Although you’ll have more work to do on the
other clauses, Incoterms® provide a great beginning to what will hopefully be a comprehensive and well
prepared contract.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Contract date
Identification of the parties
Authority to enter into contracts
Applicable law
Severability
Dispute resolution
Incoterms® rule
Description of the goods
Stuffing, blocking & bracing of containers
Delivery of the goods by the seller*
Price of the goods
Currency of sale
Warranty & repair of the goods
Receipt of the goods by the buyer*
Country of origin of the goods
Type and timing of payment
Export packaging*
Notice to the buyer or seller*
Mode of transport
Transportation costs*
Contract of carriage*
Provisions of commercial documents*
Provision of transport documents*
E-commerce*
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Inspection of the goods*
Conditions precedent (import and/or export licenses*)
Conditions precedent (supply chain security*)
Diversion clause
Transfer of risk*
Cargo insurance*
Transfer of title
Penalty clause for late shipments
Customs clearance*
Payment of customs duties & taxes*
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Appendix III:
Trade Terms Quiz
The ability to answer the following questions will surely gauge your knowledge of Incoterms® rules.
While it’s always good to get a high score, the real purpose of Appendix III is to pose questions in a way
that reinforces the key concepts, details and nuances studied in How to Use International Trade Terms
for Competitive Advantage & Financial Gain. As you review the book in the future, you can peruse the
questions over and over for a “flash card” approach to retaining information.
1) The entity that created the Incoterms® rules and is responsible for all revisions and changes is
called:
A) The United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods
B) The Warsaw Convention
C) The International Chamber of Commerce
D) The World Trade Organization
E) The Institute of London Underwriters
2) How many Incoterms® were there in the 2000 edition?
A) 12
B) 13
C) 15
D) 11
E) 09
3) How many rules are there in the 2010 edition?
A) 12
B) 13
C) 15
D) 11
E) 09
4) Incoterms® are laws that are part of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
A) True
B) False
5) Incoterms® focus on a seller’s delivery obligations pursuant to what document?
A) Letter of credit
B) Performance bond
C) Contract of sale
D) Title to the goods
E) Bill of lading
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6) The two new terms that were added to Incoterms® in 2010 are:
A) EXW &DDP
B) DAT & DDU
C) CPT & FOB
D) DAP & DDU
E) DAT & DAP
7) The scope of Incoterms® are limited to:
A) Risk of loss or damage to the goods, payment terms and transportation related costs
B) Risk of loss or damage to the goods, transportation related costs and functional
responsibilities between seller and buyer
C) Price of the goods sold, insurance and product warranties
D) Transportation and insurance contracts
E) Transfer of title and transportation costs
8) The term Delivered Duty Unpaid remained as part of the 2010 Incoterms®
A) True
B) False
9) Incoterms® can be used to enforce payment under a letter of credit
A) True
B) False
10) In order for an Incoterms® rule to be valid and enforceable it must appear in which of the
following documents?
A) Contract of sale
B) Letter of credit
C) Commercial invoice
D) Customs entry
E) Pro forma invoice
11) An example of a component of the “Documentation Trail” could be:
A) An export quotation
B) The commercial invoice
C) A packing list
D) The ocean bill of lading
E) All of the above
12) Under Incoterms® 2010 the seller’s delivery obligation always ends at destination
A) True
B) False
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13) In order to avoid confusion around the proper interpretation of Incoterms® a sales contract should
contain reference to:
A) The London Interbank Offered Rate (LIBOR)
B) The ICC Incoterms® 2010 publication
C) The letter of credit number
D) The import license number
E) International Maritime Bureau Rules
14) Which of the following terms requires that a named place at origin be included with the chosen
Incoterms® rule?
A) DDP
B) CFR
C) FOB
D) FCA
E) DAT
15) Incoterms® cover transfer of title to goods:
A) True
B) False
16) Incoterms® do not cover any of the following considerations with the exception of:
A) Payment terms
B) Breach of contract
C) Product warranties
D) Allocation of transportation costs
17) Under the EXW term it is not necessary to name a place at origin
A) True
B) False
18) Which of the following terms is still in effect under Incoterms® 2010 publication?
A) Carriage Paid To
B) Delivered Duty Unpaid
C) Delivered At Frontier
D) Delivered Ex Quay
E) Delivered Ex Ship
19) The DAT term can only be used for ocean freight shipments:
A) True
B) False
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20) The seller’s cost responsibility under the Delivered Duty Paid term includes all costs except:
A) Customs clearance at destination
B) Transport to the named place of destination
C) Duties, taxes and VAT (Value Added Tax)
D) Minimum cover insurance
21) Under the F-terms the seller’s delivery responsibility ends:
A) In the country of destination
B) In the country of origin
C) When the goods are delivered to a carrier at destination
D) At the port or airport of origin
E) At a named place in the country of destination
22) The following Incoterms® are intended for ocean or inland waterway use only:
A) Ex Works
B) Free On Board
C) Cost, Insurance and Freight
D) B & C
E) A, B & C
23) When using the Incoterms® 2010 publication, the shipping terms are organized by:
A) Shipment Contracts
B) Delivery responsibility
C) Mode of transport
D) Risk to the seller
24) Under Incoterms® 2010 the phrase “passing the ship’s rail” has been replaced by “loaded on board
the vessel”
A) True
B) False
25) Which of the following Incoterms® rules incorporate the seller’s responsibility for customs
clearance, duties and taxes at destination:
A) DDP
B) DAP
C) DAT
D) A & B
E) All of the above
26) CFR and CIF are recommended for the ocean transport of goods in containers
A) True
B) False
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27) Which of the following terms require that goods be loaded on board a vessel at origin?
A) FOB
B) CIF
C) CFR
D) B&C
E) A,B&C
28) Which of the following terms can be used for any mode of transport?
A) FOB
B) DAT
C) CIF
D) FAS
E) CFR
29) The Delivered At Terminal trade term states that the seller is responsible for off-loading the goods
at destination
A) True
B) False
30) Use of the Free Alongside Ship term implies that the buyer is responsible for export customs
clearance:
A) True
B) False
31) Under the DAT term, the seller is responsible for the following:
A) Inland freight at origin
B) Transportation to destination
C) Delivery to terminal at destination
D) Off-loading of delivering vehicle
E) All of the above
32) If a seller in Canada quotes a buyer in Italy “DAP customer’s facility, Florence” who is responsible
for inland freight from the airport in Milan to Florence?
A) Seller
B) Buyer
33) Where does delivery occur under the “FOB Houston Port” term?
A) The seller’s facility at origin
B) Alongside the vessel at the port of Houston
C) Passing the ship’s rail in Houston
D) Loaded on board the vessel at the port of Houston
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34) When using the CIF or CIP term, the seller is responsible for which type of insurance cover?
A) All risk
B) Maximum
C) Minimum cover
D) All liability
E) None of the above
35) Incoterms® rules are revised every five years
A) True
B) False
36) When using the term “CFR Port of Rotterdam” term, where does delivery take place?
A) At the port of Rotterdam
B) At the origin port, with goods passing the ship’s rail
C) At destination, off-loaded
D) At the origin port, loaded on board the vessel
37) Which of the following is not reserved for ocean or inland waterway shipments only?
A) DAT
B) FOB
C) CPT
D) A&B
E) A&C
38) The shipping term that is most suited for bulk ocean freight is:
A) CFR
B) CIF
C) A&B
D) CIP
E) CPT
39) Under the EXW term the seller has to load the truck at origin but is not responsible for export
customs clearance
A) True
B) False
40) In the 2010 Incoterms® publication, where is delivery completed with the DDU term?
A) Named place at destination
B) Named terminal at destination
C) The origin airport
D) The origin ocean port
E) None of the above
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Turn Page for Quiz Answers
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Quiz Answers
1) C
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)
15)
16)
17)
18)
19)
20)
21)
22)
23)
24)
25)
26)
27)
28)
29)
30)
31)
32)
33)
34)
35)
36)
37)
38)
39)
40)

B
D
B
C
E
B
B
B
A
E
B
B
D
B
D
B
A
B
D
B
D
C
A
A
B
E
B
A
B
E
A
D
C
B
D
E
C
B
E
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